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Abstract 

Statistical variations in physically proximate iso-drawn MOSFETs limit the yield and 

performance of VLSI circuits and thus receive the attention of integrated circuit commu

nities. As technology scales, variations must be made to scale as well. Some variations 

can be reduced by tighter control of processes. However, some variations such as random 

dopant fluctuations (RDF) may not be controllable, or are amenable to control only by 

radical and expensive changes in manufacturing methodology. Before undertaking such 

changes, it is prudent to see whether RDF really is a problem, and to do this we need an 

accurate estimate of the size of RDF effects. This work advances these goals. 

The first part of this dissertation provides an experimental assessment of different 

variation sources and a comparison of their contributions to transistor performance varia

tion. Our study shows that macroscopic geometrical variations are significant and cannot 

be ignored. The second part of the dissertation presents a novel approach to assessing 

how potential at any position in the MOSFET channel is affected by accidental arrange

ments of point charges. The potential and the statistics are treated exactly for the first 

time. We find that as device scaling reaches the sub-10 nm regime, the earlier RDF work 

becomes unacceptable because the approximation made of lumping charge on numerical 

mesh nodes becomes too inaccurate. Our method is freed from this approximation 

because the potential and the statistics are determined analytically. Moreover, our method 

proves efficient computationally compared to the existing numerical analyses. 



The remaining part assesses the impact of MOSFET scaling on the potential variation 

introduced by RDF. It is shown for the first time that charge location variations dominate 

charge number variations. We examine the role of structural parameters upon the poten

tial variation, including oxide thickness t, depletion width w, device area L^, number v of 

charges present, number N of sites available for the charges to reside, and average charge 

density/cm^ . Our study shows that reduction in Z, at a fixed , t and w has no effect 

until the device radius becomes smaller than a screening radius. At this point, further 

reduction gives rise to a smaller standard deviation of potential a and mean potential jj,, 

but a larger a/\i. This last trend is due to charge location variations, and contradicts pre

vious approximate treatments that show an opposite trend in a. 
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1 Introduction 

Identical MOSFETs (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors), the so-

called iso-drawn MOSFETs, actually are slightly different [l]-[69]. Variations are intro

duced by statistical fluctuations in manufacturing processes. As MOSFETs become 

smaller, variations cannot remain fixed in size, but must be made to shrink as well in 

order to sustain yield and performance. Some variations can be reduced by tighter control 

of processes. However, some variations are either inherently uncontrollable due to their 

governing statistics or too expensive to control. Such reduction-resistant variations at a 

more microscopic level than the normally controllable gross variables presently may 

include, for example, line edge roughness [l]-[5], poly-silicon gate depletion and grain 

decoration [6], [7], source-drain implant encroachment upon the gate [8], local oxide 

thickness variations [9], oxide fixed charge and interface trapped charge fluctuations 

[10]-[18], random dopant fluctuations [17]-[59], and various interactions between pro

cessing steps. Uncontrolled variations tend to become dominant at small device sizes, and 

may become a barrier to voltage scaling of, for example, SRAM cells and some other 

dense memories [57], They require device or circuit designs that build in tolerance [19]-

[21]. 

For convenience these two types of variation will be called macroscopic and micro

scopic, suggesting that one type can be controlled by adjustment of macroscopic process 

variables, while the other cannot. Because coping with macroscopic variations impacts 

process control, while coping with microscopic variations impacts circuit or device 



design tolerance, it is useful to know to which category a variation belongs. In addition to 

the type, it is also useful to know the magnitude of a variation and its individual impact 

on device performance variation. This information could be used for allocating resources 

to improve either process control or design tolerance or both. 

There are three objectives of this dissertation. The first objective is to develop and 

apply a methodology experimentally for separating microscopic variations from gross 

sources of transistor performance variation. The second objective is to theoretically char

acterize random dopant fluctuations (RDF) and their effect on transistor performance 

variation. The third objective is to examine whether RDF is the problem Poisson analysis 

predicts as devices are scaled. To reflect these goals, the dissertation is divided into three 

Chapters (2, 3 and 4). The role of each Chapter in contributing to these goals is described 

below. 

Chapter 2 provides an approach to extracting macroscopic geometrical variations in 

nominally identical devices fabricated in close proximity to each other. The method 

assumes correlations between factors can be neglected. With this assumption, it is shown 

that geometrical variations are significant, and any study of microscopic variations, such 

as dopant fluctuations, must first strip away these macroscopic geometrical variations. 

We assess the gate length L and width W dependence of threshold voltage (Fj-) variations. 

Related geometrical variations, namely comer influences where the source and drain 

encounter the isolation edges are examined, and incorporated in the model. Results from 

the model are compared to measurements at small dimensions. The differences provide 

lower bounds for excess variations other than these geometrical contributions. Our study 
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shows that these other variations account for almost half the total Vj- variance at the 

smallest device size fabricated, demonstrating the seriousness of these other variations 

when scaling down devices. 

Chapter 3 presents an innovative approach to probing how accidental arrangements of 

discrete point charges impact the electrical potential taken at any particular observation 

point within a simplified MOS model device. Here a simplifying assumption is made that 

current in short channel devices is controlled by barrier-limited emission from source into 

the channel, and not by current transport via mobility. In this work both the potential and 

the statistics are solved exactly for the first time, neither of which is achieved by the ear

lier work in the literature. We show for the problem considered that as device scaling 

reaches the sub-10 nm regime, the earlier approach to charge fluctuation becomes inade

quate because it employs charge lumping on numerical mesh. Our method is freed from 

this approximation because both the potential and statistics are determined analytically 

without the requirement for very fine meshes. Moreover, our method proves not only pre

cise statistically, but also much more efficient computationally compared to the treatment 

of a number of charge arrangements large enough to be statistically meaningfiil. We find 

the probability distribution of potential along with its underlying mean and variance, and 

examine some special cases. From this probability distribution, we explore how many 

devices are likely to realize a target potential within some specified tolerance, determin

ing the device yield. 

The statistics of electrical potential in devices depends upon both the number and the 

location of discrete charges. In Chapter 4 our work separates these effects, and shows that 
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charge location variations dominate charge number variations. As devices are scaled, we 

show that the portion of the standard deviation of potential CT caused by charge number 

variations increases, and becomes more comparable to that caused by charge location 

variations. Our results also show that earlier approximations underestimate a. We present 

exact statistics for the case of random charge occupancy of a plane of available sites. We 

examine the role of each of the structural parameters in deciding the statistical potential 

distribution, including gate oxide thickness t, channel depletion width w, device area L , 

absolute number v of charges present, absolute number N of sites available, and average 

plane density of charge. Our study shows that for any device whose radius is 

larger than its underlying screening radius p^, i.e., > P5, an increase in device size at 

a fixed , t and w has practically no impact on the potential distribution. On the other 

hand, for the case where p^, < p^, a reduction in device size at a fixed N^, t and w gives 

rise to a smaller standard deviation a of surface potential as well as a smaller average 

potential ^, but a larger a/\i. This result is dominated by charge location variations, a 

factor neglected in previous work based on the customary Poisson analysis of one-dimen-

sional (1-D) variations, work treating variations in number of charges only, and not their 

3-D location. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the results of each Chapter of this work. 
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2 A Statistical Model for Extracting Geometric Sources of Transistor 

Performance Variation 

2.1 Introduction 

The contribution of either macroscopic or microscopic variations to the parametric 

mismatch distribution of matched transistor pairs has been investigated over the last two 

decades by the precision analog integrated circuit community. Many studies [7], [8], [31], 

[34], [35], [58]-[65] examined the mismatch statistics based on samples of matched pairs 

and compared these measured sample statistics to theoretically determined values. An 

example is the recent work by Tuinhout et al. [58], which pointed out that a variety of 

microscopic variations, such as dopant charge fluctuations, poly gate grain-size varia

tions, and source-drain implant conditions are important contributions to the overall 

threshold voltage mismatch fluctuations in small devices. This work showed that a one-

dimensional dopant fluctuation formula is irrelevant for short-channel devices, and added 

an arbitrary factor to account for other disturbances. 

Another example is the work by Drennan et al. [63]-[65]. There the variance of an 

electrical property like threshold voltage Vj attributed to variations in each of the struc

tural parameters, , was modeled as 

2 2 
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with dVf/dpi the sensitivity of Vf to a structural parameter /?,•, the variance of the 

structural parameter. The sensitivity and the variance challenge device design tolerance 

and process control, respectively. However, this model fails to explain microscopic 

effects such as statistical charge fluctuations, so it makes little sense to fit (2.1) to experi-

mentally measured that is attributed to random charge effects in addition to . 

A third example is the experimental work by Tanaka et al. [59]. Their approach uses 

the idea that for a perfectly symmetrical MOSFET, the IDS~^DS curves should be identical 

to the ISD~^SD curves when the source and drain biases are exchanged [31]. Then in a real 

device without stress history, differences between and are due to microscopic acci

dental differences and not gross differences in the process, which are assumed the same at 

both the drain and source ends of the channel, and so cancel out. These authors suggested 

that the parametric difference measured on a particular device is due to asymmetric impu

rity positioning. However, it would seem that statistical differences between the source 

and drain of any kind could contribute to the parametric difference, although impurity 

positioning could be dominant. Moreover, the distribution of parametric difference 

between the source and drain in [59] is formed using a set of nominally identical devices. 

However, any differences in L or PT between these devices also could contribute to this 

distribution in addition to microscopic differences between the source and drain because 

of the L and W dependence of microscopic variations. 

Microscopic variations also limit the yield and performance of large digital circuits 

and thus receive the attention of the digital integrated circuit designers. To collect statis

tics on measurements, the studies [19], [28]-[31] utilized a large number of closely 



spaced iso-drawn devices to capture the difference in electrical characteristics between 

the supposedly identical devices. The idea of employing closely spaced transistors within 

a small region is to minimize gross variations. However, these studies ignore the contri

bution of macroscopic variations to the results and assume that the entire measured varia

tion is due to microscopic effects. 

A statistical method is needed to deal with fluctuations of both kinds, perhaps in an 

empirical way. The problem is complicated by many unknown statistical distributions, 

distributions for length, width, etc., as well as microscopic variations. A successful statis

tical method has to address the separation of these many unknown processes, thus leading 

to information on their individual impact on device performance variation. This informa

tion could be used for strategic assignment of tasks to enhance process control or design 

tolerance or both. 

In this Chapter, we propose a statistical method for estimating different sources of 

variation and comparing their contributions to transistor performance variation. To 

accomplish this goal, a variety of intra-die arrays of iso-drawn MOSFETs were fabricated 

using geometries with extreme aspect ratios ( W/L) to allow the separation of geometri

cal influences on overall device variation. DC current-voltage (J-V) characteristics are 

measured on these devices, and linear threshold voltages Vj- are then extracted. A statisti

cal model mapping the statistics of VF is then developed for determining L and W varia

tions at each available drawn L and W, thus allowing comparison of these macroscopic 

effects with other sources of variation at small dimensions. 
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Device models intended for circuit simulation like the Berkeley short-channel IgFET 

model (BSIM) can be fitted to multiple devices to obtain distributions of values for 

selected fitting parameters [70]. However, as presently conceived, these models are 

approximations to deterministic (not statistical) device models that do not directly include 

modeling of microscopic variations as such. For example, in a deterministic model two 

devices with the same transport and dimensional parameters give rise to the same BSIM 

parameters, while in reality they do not when very short-range random dopant fluctua

tions affect their electrical behavior. Consequently, separation of microscopic sources of 

variation, like random doping fluctuations, from gross variations, like implant energy or 

dose or angle, is not envisioned when BSIM parameter distributions are extracted. Lump

ing microscopic and gross variations together causes error in the distributions of all 

BSIM parameters extracted from electrical measurements of MOSFETs. 

Because our empirical approach uses explicit separation of gross from microscopic 

variations, we believe our method is preferable, especially for small devices where micro

scopic variations are significant contributors to the distributions. Our results show that 

microscopic variations explain about 50% of the total Vj variation measured at the small

est device size manufactured, indicating their importance. 

2.2 Design and Analysis of Experiments 

2.2.1 Design Strategy 

To allow the segregation of variations in device dimensions, such as gate length (L) 

and gate width (W), 4096 x 6 iso-drawn n-MOSFETs are manufactured in twelve differ
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ent sizes on six 4096-transistor arrays within a die. These sizes fall into four different cat

egories, including long-wide {large), short-wide {wide), long-narrow {long), and short-

narrow {small) geometries. The areas of the large, wide, and long devices are chosen 

large enough that microscopic variations are considered small and can be neglected. For 

example, long devices, for which variation in L at large L is negligible, are used to char

acterize variation in W. Some uncharacterized variations in the third dimension separate 

from L and W, such as junction depths and oxide thicknesses are present, and lumped into 

a baseline {B) variation. 

TABLE I: TARGET GATE LENGTHS L AND WIDTHS WFOR THE n-MOS OR p-
MOS TRANSISTOR ARRAYS. 

W  L  W X L  n-MOS p-MOS 
0.30 0.16 0.048 XP7 ^ 
0.30 0.20 0.06 XP2 XP8 
0.34 0.16 0.0544 XP3 - XP9 v 
0.34 0.20 0.068 XP4 XP10 
0.50 0.24 0.12 XP5 XP11-
1.20 0.24 0.288 XP6 XP12 

TABLE II: FOUR DIFFERENT DEVICE GEOMETRIES IN A TRANSISTOR ARRAY 
WITH TARGET L AND FF VALUES GIVEN IN TABLE I. 

Geometry Size Type 
Small WxL 1 
Wide 1.5nm x L 2 
LOHQ X 1,5^M J ^ 
Large 1.5|am x 1.5|xm 4 

Table I lists the target drawn gate length L and width W for each of the six n-MOS (or 

p-MOS) transistor arrays. In each array there are four different device geometries (i.e., 

small, wide, long and large) as shown in Table II with the target L and W values given in 
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Table I. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic diagram of a transistor array containing the four 

device geometries (types) given in Table 11. For any given device geometry in Figure 2.1, 

there are two subarrays of 1024 iso-drawn MOSFETs associated with that particular 

geometry. Dummy cells placed between adjacent subarrays are used to minimize proxim

ity and edge effects. 

Type 1 

Type 4, 
1st Device 

Type 4, 
zse'" 

Small 
1.5 Wide 

Large Long 

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of a transistor array with four different device geometries 
(types) as given in Table II. Dummy cells are placed between neighboring subarrays to 
minimize proximity and edge effects. 

DC I-V characteristics are measured on these iso-drawn devices. Threshold voltages 

Vj- in the linear region (i.e., = 50 mV) are then extracted from these data using the 

customary peak-g^ procedure, and the distribution and statistics of Vj- (means and varri-

ances) are examined. 
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Figure 2.2 shows the measured drain current vs. gate bias V(y characteris

tics of devices in a transistor array with large, wide, long and small geometries. Curves 

on each panel denote 256 physically proximate iso-drawn MOSFETs operated at zero 

body bias and 50 mV drain bias. The drain current on each panel is normalized by a 

same constant. Figure 2.2 shows that for a given VQ the spread of the 256 curves on a 

panel is tightest at larger geometry and widest at small geometry. Figure 2.2 also shows 

that the on-current at = 1 V is higher at a smaller Z or at a larger W, while the off-

current at = 0 V is lower at a smaller L possibly due to the halo doping effect. Linear 

threshold voltages Vj are then extracted from these I^-VQ curves. 

La,rge \ 
w:=r5nm 
L = 1,5|im 

0.4 o.e 

Vn 

L0ng 
~W< =~0.^|arh~ 
L = 1 .S^im 

0.2 0.4 

^10* 
T3 0) 
N ^ 

— 10 

<0 
E 
O 10° 

10''L 
0 

W)de : 
W|=T.t^m 
L r 0.lb|nm 

Small 
^ = 0.3(j,m 
L r 0,1!6Lim 

Figure 2,2: Measured Î -VQ curves of MOSFETs fabricated using a transistor array with 
large, wide, long and small geometries. Curves on a panel mark 256 physically proximate 
iso-drawn MOSFETs. The drain current on each panel is normalized by a constant. 
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2.2.2 STATISTICAL MODEL 

In this chapter, threshold is described by an empirical function. This function 

expresses the threshold voltage Vj- in terms of random variables L, W, and B to model the 

statistical behavior of Vj- at various dimensions. By fitting this function to the means of 

measured VF, the observed dependence of VJ- on L and W can be reproduced. Fitting the 

variance of this function to the variances of measured Vf at large, wide, and long geome

tries then determines the variances of B, L, and W, respectively. 

Different functions can be chosen to fit the data. In principle, the choice of the func

tional form should be based upon physical mechanism. However, in this chapter, a fitted 

fiinction is used. A fitted function is undesirable because geometrical dependencies of 

microscopic variations could contribute to the fitted fiinction, and we want only the geo

metric dependencies of the macroscopic variations to be included. Therefore, we regard 

this fitting as expedient, but not ideal. If the fabrication process were well modeled, a 

computer generated fiinction to represent the dependence of threshold voltage on length, 

width, etc., for the particular structures measured should be used in place of a fit. How

ever, there is a potential for circular reasoning here, for example, if the modeling of the 

process involves fitting measured length and width dependencies. 

The fitted function is in the form of a polynomial involving influences of individual 

variables. For example, the influence of L upon Vj is modeled using a few terms, namely 

a i / L  + a j / L  . Comer influences upon V j -  due to interactions between L  and W  at small 

2 dimensions are incorporated into the model by using cross terms a ^ / ( L W )  +  a ^ / ( L W )  .  

Although the number of coefficients could be larger, the number that can be usefully 
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employed depends upon the amount of data available. For example, our selection of dif

ferent device sizes allows only a few coefficients to be determined. Therefore, a simple 

model of the following form is used 

-rr I ^ a. a, a-, Qa 
Vj= Fro ( 1 + ^ + -^ + + 

L  W  m  L W  ( L W ) ^  
+ B (2.2) 

where the coefficients Vj'Q, a2, <23, ^4, ^5, are determined by nonlinear least squares 

fit to the means of Vj- calculated from the measured data over a wide range of drawn 

lengths and widths. In our approach we have assumed that Vj- is nearly linear in some 

localized region where both L and W of a particular device have little scatter. Because the 

mean of B can be absorbed in VTO , it is convenient to think of B as having mean zero. At 

l a r g e  L  a n d  W  w h e r e  t h e  t e r m s  i n v o l v i n g  Z  o r  o r  b o t h  i n  ( 2 . 2 )  a r e  r e l a t i v e l y  s m a l l ,  V j -

tends to converge to VTO in the average sense. The variance of (2.2) is found to be 

= vU Var 
.L L^. 

+ Var\^ + -^1 + Var\^ + + Var[B] 
IW m\ ILW {LW)'^\ 

F f l l  ^ 2 ^ 1  ^ A ~ \  ^  n ^ l  Q ' ' )  d e  C l f .  ~ |  
+ 2Cov\ — + tI, — + ̂  + 2Cov\ + 7^, -^ + —^ 

IL V- W m\ iL LW {LW)^\ 

ffli ^ r«-( cia a. 1 
+ 2CovM + -|,5 +2COVM + -^,-^ + —^ 

I L  J I W  m  L W  ( L W ) ^ .  

+ 2Cov\^ + bI + 2Cov\B~\ 1 
I w  V P  .  I L W  { L W ) ^ '  \  I  

(2.3) 

where Var and Cov denote the variance and covariance, respectively. Equation (2.3) 

shows that the variance of Vj arises directly from variances of influences of individual 
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sources, namely length (Z), width (W), comer (C), and baseline (B) as well as their cova-

riances. If L, W, and B are mutually independent variables, then most of the covariance 

terms in (2.3) vanish, that is 

^ fa, a, Or, aA~\ ^ ra, an 
Cov — + 7^, — + ̂  = Cov\ ̂  + -1,5 

IL W W^\ IL \ 

= 0 

Consequently, (2.3) reduces to 

olp,L, W, C) = Var[e(B)] + Var[f(L)] + Var[g(fV)] + Far[h(C)] 

+ 2Cov[f(L), h{C)] + 2Cov[g(,W), HQ] 5) 

= o\ib) + a\(l) + 

+ 2Cov\AL), h(C)] + ICovlgm, h(C)] 

where fiinctions e,f, g, and h denote the influences of B, L, W, and C on Vj-, respectively. 

2.2.3 VARIANCES OF B, L, AND W 

Suppose B, L, and W are independent normally distributed random variables with 

means zero, drawn L, and drawn W, respectively. Through the explicit relationship (2.2) 

we can estimate the variances of B, L and W by fitting the variance of (2.2) to the vari

ance of measured Fj. at large, wide and long geometries, respectively, using Monte Carlo 
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simulations, as described below. Monte Carlo method is used here to estimate the vari

ance and covariance terms in (2.5) as their closed-form solutions are hard to find. 

A. Variance of B, ag, at Large L and W: 

Assume that the variations of L and W at large L and W are small as compared to L 

and W. We will see later that this assumption is consistent with our data. Equation (2.2) 

indicates that variation in Vj at large L and W is attributed to variation in B rather than 

that in L and W. That is, the impact of statistical fluctuations in B upon Vj dominates at 

large L and W. We adjust the variance of the normal variable B until the variance of (2.2) 

fits that of measured Vj at large geometry, thus determining the variance of baseline B, 

ag. Because B is assumed independent of L and W, the same statistics of B will be 

applied to all devices of different LoxW. 

B. Variance of L, at Large W: 

As L is shortened, the terms associated with L in (2.2) become influential upon Vj. 

That is, variation of Vj- in wide devices with small L now is subject to not only B but also 

L. Given the distribution of B, we assume that we can fit the variance of the normal vari

able L in the model at wide geometry where the impact of W variation upon Vj- is negligi-

ble, specifying the L variance, . We assume this L variance extracted at large W applies 

for all smaller W. This assumption is only an approximation. In [65], was modeled as 

inversely proportional to W to explain the effect of line edge roughness on L. For exam

ple, as W is increased the line edge roughness tends to average out, resulting in a smaller 

. We have not included these effects, which could make our estimation inaccurate. 
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2 C. Variance ofW, at Large L: 

O) _ . _ 
V7 0.15 •• 

0.1 

0.15 0.2 0.25 

L 
(a) 

Q> 1.5--

0.25 0.35 0.45 0.55 

W 
(b) 

Figure 2.3: Normalized standard deviations of L and W at different drawn dimensions 
obtained using the fitting procedure: (a) as a function of L, and (b) as a function of 
W. 

2 Likewise, the variance of the normal variable ^ can be fitted at small Whut 

large L i n  M o n t e  C a r l o  s i m u l a t i o n s  b a s e d  o n  ( 2 . 2 )  t o  m a t c h  t h e  v a r i a n c e  o f  m e a s u r e d  V j -

at long geometry, where variation in L has negligible effect upon V^. We assume this 
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variance of W obtained at the large L can be used for all smaller L. We have not included 

the effect of isolation wall roughness on fF, for example, depends inversely on L [65], 

which could make our estimation inaccurate. 

Finally, we iterate the three steps listed above until the variances of L, W, and B 

obtained converge. 

Figure 2.3 examines the dependence of the standard deviation of L and W, namely 

and CTfj,, on drawn dimension. In Figure 2.3, at a given L is fitted to the set of devices 

with the largest fV for that L. That is, it is assumed that Vj- has negligible dependence on 

at the largest widths (in Figure 2.5, to be discussed later, the slope of Vj- with respect 

to W is low). Then, the fitted is applied to all the devices of that L, regardless of their 

width W. The fit of obtained fi-om our data in Figure 2.3 shows that increases with 

L. The procedure to obtain the W dependence of a is the same as that used to find the L 

dependence of (3̂ . Figure 2.3 shows that is larger than at the smallest L and W. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2.4 shows how device geometry impacts the average and scatter of threshold 

voltage {Vj) extracted fi-om measurements on four adjacent but different arrays of 256 

iso-drawn devices in a die, including long-wide (large), long-narrow (long), short-wide 

(wide), and short-narrow (small) geometries. We interpret this data according to our 

model as follows. The spread of Vj at large geometry is narrow as contribution to Vj-

variation comes only fi-om baseline (B) variation. However, as either gate length (L) or 

width (fF) is reduced, fluctuations in L or become important and cause VF to vary in 
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addition to B, resulting in a larger spread of V .̂ In Figure 2.4, a zero-sloping trend line 

passing through the data points marked by crosses indicates that no systematic trend is 

present in these data for each device group. 

0.5 

0.4 
h-

i 
•o 
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0.3 
re 

o 
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0.1 

0 500 1000 
Device Number 

Figure 2.4: Scatter plot of measured Vj at different geometries. The spread of Vj- is tight 
at large geometry where both L and W are large, and is wide at small geometry where 
both L and W are small. 

Figure 2.5 examines over a wide range of L and W how the model equation (2.2) 

denoted by the curves fits the measured mean Vj- data marked by the symbols. The model 

coefficients in (2.2) are determined by a nonlinear least squares fit to the data. In Figure 

2.5(a), (2.2) fits the L dependence of VF at a fixed As Z is shrunk, Fj- increases. Such 

an increase in VJ- with a decrease of L in some devices could arise from transistor halo 

doping effects. For example, as L is reduced, the heavily doped halo tips next to the 

source and drain could start to overlap in the channel, thus raising the threshold voltage. 
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In Figure 2.5(b), the model indicates how varies with fF at a fixed L. Here a possible 

explanation is the narrow width eflfect reported in [71]. 
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(b) 
Figure 2,5: Measured (symbol) versus modeled (curve) average threshold voltages over a 
broad extent of L and W: (a) Vj- as a function of Z, at a given W, and (b) Vj- as a function of 
Wat a given L. 
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For a given fV (or L), Figure 2.5 shows that Vj- is relatively insensitive to L (or fV) at 

large L (or W). That is, the gradient of Vj- at large dimensions is small as compared to that 

at small dimensions. As a result, variation in L (or W) at a fixed fV (or L) has much less 

impact on Vj- at large L (or W) than at small L (or W), supporting this assumption in the 

fitting method. Furthermore, comparison of Figure 2.5(a) with Figure 2.5(b) at the mini

mum L and W available shows that Vj is less dependent upon W than upon L, suggesting 

that to introduce similar Vj- spread at minimum dimensions, variation in W has to be 

larger than that in L. 

^ 0.3 
• Other 
E Corner 
• Width 

Length 
Baseline 

Variance Fitted 

Increasing W 

Variance Fitted 

0.0 
W = 0.3 0.341.5 0.3 0.341.5 0.5 1.5 0.3 0.34 0.5 1.5 urn 

L = 1.5 nm 

Figure 2.6: Variance of Fy-produced by different contributors, including baseline, length, 
width, corner and other variations. Other variations signify the difference in variance 
between model prediction and measurement. 

Figure 2.6 explores the predicted impact of individual variation sources, including 

baseline (B), length (Z), width (W), corner (Q and other (O) variations, on the variance 
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of measured Vj at different dimensions. Each group of bars in Figure 2.6 refers to one 

choice of L. Within a group, the different bars refer to different widths, with the leftmost 

bar the narrowest device. 

The overall variance of measured Vj, , is given by (2.5) with the addition of 

plus covariances of B, L,  W, C with O, respectively. This assumption is consis

tent with our model (2.2) of a superposition of individual effects on Vj- that leads to (2.5). 

The dependence of variances upon geometry is determined as follows. First, the vari

ance of VJ- is fitted to measurement at long-wide {large) geometry where the influences of 

2 
L and W on Vj are minimal, determining the contribution of baseline vanance a^, 

OvjiB). The variance of Vj- is then fitted at short-wide (wide) geometry where Vj- is 

2 2 
dependent on B as well as L, determining the contribution of length variance , OyJ^L) . 

Similarly, at long-narrow (long) geometry where F^-is subject to B and W, fitting the vari-

2 2 ance of Vj- assesses the contribution of width variance dfy,  ay^(JV).  As both L and W 

shrink, the variance of Vj- from Monte Carlo simulations based on (2.2) with the parame-

2 2 2 2 
ters  Cg, a I and already determined leads to the variance Cy^(B,  L , W, C). The con-

2 tribution of comer effects, Gy^(C), is then given to be 

4/C) = 4^(3,  L,  W, C) - -  4^(i) - IT) (2.6) 

where the covariance of h(C) and f(L), and that of h(C) and g(W) as given in (2.5) are 

included in a^^(C) for convenience. Because B is assumed independent of L and JV, the 

component csy^(B) due to variation in B does not vary with Z or as shown in Figure 

2 2 
2.6. By assumption, the variance component c!y^(L) [or (yy^(W)] due to variation in L 
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(or fv) also does not vary with fv (or l) at a given l (or fv), as shown in Figure 2.6. How

ever, as l (or fv) decreases, the variance component of vj- due to l (or fv) variation 

increases. That is, as l  (or w )  decreases, a decrease of (or a ^ )  according to Figure 

2 2 2.3 does not cause a corresponding decrease of (7^.^(1) [or according to Figure 

2.6. This is because the sensitivity of vj- to l (or fv) is much larger at small l (or w) than 

at large l (or w) according to Figure 2.5. Consequently, variations in L, fv, b and C at 

sma/l geometries all contribute to the overall variance of Vj- according to the model. The 

model also predicts that at small geometries the variance component due to fV variation is 

larger than that due to l variation. Moreover, as l (or fv) decreases at a given fv (or l), 

the comer influences increase. 

2 In Figure 2.6, the differences between model prediction w, c) and mea-

surement cj^^(E) at small geometries are denoted as due to other variations separate from 

geometric sources. This excess variance at small geometries, beyond the variance pre-

dieted by the fitted model, determines an estimate of variance <3y^{0) contributed from 

sources other than baseline, length, width and comer variations. 

It is seen in Figure 2.6 that a^^(O) not only increases with decreasing Z, at a given w, 

but also tends to be dominant at small l. Notice that Oy^(0) is largest for middle values 

of w. Because the entire variance at a given l is expected to increase with a decrease of 

2 W ,  the occurrence in Figure 2.6 of the largest Gy^ ( 0 )  for the middle bars, rather than the 

left bars, is curious. 

The data in this work deliberately varied only drawn length and width and looked 

only at the threshold voltage. Evidently, the same ideas apply to other stmctural parame
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ters, like junction depth, and to other electrical parameters, like subthreshold slope. Per

haps different electrical parameters probe different contributors to excess variance, 

possibly allowing their separation. 

Among the microscopic (other) variations causing the excess variance ran

dom charge fluctuations will be treated in the remaining dissertation, and their contribu

tions to electrical potential will be examined. Use of potential as opposed to threshold 

voltage simplifies the problem by not having to deal with mobility and transport, which 

are themselves microscopic statistical effects just like charge fluctuations. Also, a simpli

fied structure without short-channel effects will be used. We find the statistics of poten

tial, not the statistics of threshold voltage, while the difference between the two will be 

explained in Section 4.2. 
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3 Probability Distribution of Potential due to Accidental Charge 

Arrangements 

3.1 Introduction 

Real MOSFETs are subject to the accidental arrangement of charges inside them, and 

not simply to the average or gross charge distribution. For any device dependent upon the 

potential within some key region, the potential variation in this key region corresponding 

to different charge arrangements (realizations) will result in device failures whenever the 

key potential falls too far away from its target value. Several earlier analyses of random 

charge fluctuations are discussed in the literature [19]-[21], [24]-[32], [34]-[59], where 

accidental charge arrangements are modeled as random. Foremost among these are simu

lations based on particular charge distributions, for example, Poisson distributions about 

local mean values [26], [34], [35], [37], [40]-[44]. However, this existing method has 

three major deficiencies compared to the present work. 

1. At small device dimensions the numerical approximation of lumping all charge on 

numerical mesh nodes capture neither the microscopic potential of discrete charges 

nor the underlying statistics for any realistic mesh density. 

2. The statistics determined depends on the sample size (the number of realizations) 

considered. The issue is whether enough realizations are examined to get a fair 

appraisal. 

3. Statistical and deterministic aspects are combined numerically, making the compu

tation very inefficient, and limiting insight. 
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The present work corrects these deficiencies using a largely analytical approach to a 

simplified problem. To simply, first we suppose that correct operation of a device 

depends on realizing a target potential in some key region within some specified toler

ance. By a key region we might mean, for example, the region near the maximum in bar

rier height in a MOSFET that controls MOSFET current. Or, we might consider the 

region near an interface trap that controls the available carrier density near the trap, which 

in tum determines its capture rate. In a key region the potential is controlled by the acci

dental charge arrangement in that region. 

To simpliiy further, we treat MOS devices without source and drain, so we do not 

have to deal with the fiill complexity of a MOSFET. Our simplified model incorporates 

parametric dependence upon the vertical device dimensions, the absolute number of point 

charges, the location of these charges, and the screening of these charges by the gate and 

bulk majority carriers. 

The approximation of lumping charge on numerical mesh nodes is not made here 

because the potentials of charge arrays are determined analytically without the require

ment for very fine meshes. In addition, our method treats all charge arrangements, so the 

statistics are determined exactly. Our approach proves efficient computationally, allowing 

exploration of a variety of structures in a reasonable time. 

In this Chapter the problem is divided in two: the deterministic determination of 

potential for given charge arrangements to be discussed in Section 3.2 and the statistical 

analysis of the likelihood of a given charge arrangement to be discussed in Section 3.3. 

For statistical analysis, we restrict ourselves to the case where charges are randomly 
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placed over a single plane, for example, the interfacial plane between the oxide and the 

channel, or planes parallel to this plane. Section 3.4 discusses a possible application of 

this work to a yield estimate and the applicability of a Gaussian distribution. In Section 

3.5, a comparison of our exact treatment and the existing approximate treatment is made 

to stress the deficiencies of the earlier work based on the lumping charge approximation. 

3.2 Potential Generated by Discrete Point Charges 

In this section we introduce a simplified MOS model device with point charges. We 

then evaluate the potential of each point charge (i.e., a 3-D Green's fiinction) within the 

simplified model. Based on this Green's function analysis [10], [15], [50], [72], we deter

mine the potential at an arbitrary observation point in response to a set of point charges 

randomly placed over a grid of possible charge sites. 

3.2.1 DEVICE STRUCTURE 

Figure 3.1 shows the simplified MOS model device (a MOS capacitor without source 

and drain boundaries) with discrete point charges (e.g., dopant charges, interface charges, 

or oxide charges). The device as sandwiched between two conducting plates (a poly gate 

and a silicon bulk) consists of a gate oxide layer of thickness t and a channel depletion 

layer of thickness w, where w is determined by the customary 1-D treatment [73] based 

on an average, or statistically most likely, doping distribution. Each point charge placed 

in the oxide layer or in the depletion layer or at the interface between the two induces an 

oppositely charged image charge in the poly gate and in the silicon bulk, and as a result. 
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the potential of each charge is screened at radial distances away from the charge by its 

images in the conducting plates. As device size is reduced, the oxide thickness and deple

tion layer width are both reduced. 

yfy 

Point Charae at R 

Observation 

z = -t 

r = 0 

z 

Poly Gate 

Oxide Layer 

Depletion Layer 

Silicon Bulk 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a MOS model device. The potential (j) at observation 
point  ^  = {x,  y ,  z)  f rom a  point  charge located a t  ^  is  a  Green 's  funct ion .  L = 
channel length. W = channel width. 

z = w 

3.2.2 POTENTIAL OF A POINT CHARGE 

In the device of Figure 3.1, the potential at any observation point ^ = (x,y, z) gener

ated by a point charge placed at any position ^ is a 3-D Green's function that 

satisfies the 3-D Poisson's equation (with K the dielectric constant of the material at 

plane z, Sq the dielectric permittivity in free space, p the volume charge density) 

V • [K(z)£oVG(h^)] = -p = -96(^-^) (3.1) 
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subject to the interfacial conditions (with V„ the normal component of the gradient) 

k„,V„G(Z := 0") = K,,V„G(Z = 0") 

G(z = 0~) = G(z = 0^) 

(i.e., the normal component of the field, V„G, is continuous across the interface, and the 

potential G is continuous across the interface) and to the boundary conditions 

G(z = -t) = G(z = w) = 0 (3.3) 

(i.e., the potential G vanishes at the boundaries) with 6 the Dirac delta function, and , 

the dielectric constants of the two materials. When the observation point ^ departs 

from the point charge location A, the delta function 5(^ - ̂ ) vanishes, so (3.1) becomes 

a Laplace's equation, i.e., V • [K(Z)SOVG(^;^)] = 0. Note the condition on the deple

tion layer boundary is only an approximation because the depletion layer edge should 

adjust in response to the point charge. However, such an adjustment is small and is 

ignored here. 

In the case where the point charge is placed in the silicon (i.e., a dopant ion) at ^ = 

(X, 7, Z), (3.1) becomes (3.4) below 

V^G(M) = ^5(^-:^) 
KjjSq 

(3.4) 

= ^6(jc-^5(y-y)5(z-Z) 
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The case of a point charge placed in the oxide at a distance Z from the interface, i.e., 

^ = (X, Y, -Z) is analogous, and the solution for either case is identical except for the 

interchange of z and -z, the interchange of t and w, and the interchange of and K^, . 

The potential modified by the image charges in the poly gate and the silicon bulk can be 

determined by solving (3.1)-(3.3) for using, for example, Fourier transform tech

nique [10], [15], [50], [74]-[76] as described below'. 

First, taking the Fourier transform of the Dirac delta function 5(jr -Z) with respect to 

jc, and that of 5 (y - 7) with respect to y, we get 

[ 6(x-X)e~^"^dx = e~^"^ 

(3.5) 00 
j 6(y-y)e-''''dy = e-'"' 
—CO 

where 8 ( x - X )  and 6(y - Y )  are respectively the inverse Fourier transforms of and 

that is, 

1 UU 1 4JU 

h i x - X )  =  ^  f  e - ' " ' ' e - ' " ' d u  =  ^  f  

^ (3.6) 
1 CO 1 00 

5(3;_y) = ± f ^ f 
^ ^ 271 J_«, 271 

Using (3.6), the delta function 5(x-Z)5(y-7) can be expressed as the 2-D inverse 

Fourier transform of , that is, 

1. Derivation of the solution G to (3.1) as given, for example, in [ 15] is detailed here for reader's convenience. 
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5(x-Z)60;-y) = ^ (3.7) 
471 -00 —00 

Note u(x-X) + v(y - 7) in (3.7) is the scalar product of the two vectors below 

u{x-X) + viy - Y) = (wj + v)) • [(x-^j + (y-y))] 
I , (3.8) 

aJu^ + 4{x-Xf + {y- y)^cos0 

with 0 the angle between the two vectors in the u-v plane. Substituting (3.8) into (3.7), we 

obtain (3.9) below 

8(x-J^5(y-y) = -^ f r (3.9) 
An - ^ --

Converting the Cartesian coordinates (M, V) of (3.9) into the cylindrical coordinates {k, 0, z) 

in the (z = 0)-plane leads to 

8(X-Z)6(3;- Y) = —X [ gW(Ar-J0' + 0' (3.10) 
471^ •'o -"o 

where 

=  u + v ^  ( 3 . 1 1 )  

By use of a Bessel function J^iz) of the first kind of order zero, that is, 

U^) = (3.12) 
2% JQ 
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we can rewrite (3.10) to get 

6 { x - X ) d ( y - Y )  =  ^ f j o ( p k ) k d k  (3.13) 
2n JQ 

where the radial distance p is 

p = J(x-X)^ + (y-Y)' (3.14) 

Using (3.7) and (3.13), the Green's function G(^;^) can be expressed in the form 

G(hn) = Gix,y,z-,X,Y,Z) 

1 00 00 

f f '7\ J J 
(3.15) 

where G = qG^/k is the 2-D Fourier transform of G(r;^). To assess G, we need to either 

find the 2-D inverse Fourier transform of G or evaluate the integral associated with Gi^. 

The function can be determined so that (3.15) satisfies the governing equation (3.1), the 

interfacial conditions (3.2), the boundary conditions (3.3), and a discontinuity in dG/dz at 

the plane of the point charge. 

To find the potential due to a dopant ion located in the silicon, we substitute (3.15) 

into (3.4) along with use of (3.13) to get 

/ 

271 JQ 
j\/o(P'^)|^- Gk dk = ^ f ̂ o(p^) ̂ S(z - Z)dk (3.16) 

2\ -q 

27tK^,So'0 
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Comparing the left and the right side of (3.16), (3.16) reduces to (3.17) below 

d G k ,2 
dz'^ 

- k ^ g ,  •6(z-Z) (3.17) 

Integrating (3.17) over an infinitesimal interval encompassing the plane z - Z leads to a 

discontinuity in dG^/dz due to the presence of the point charge on that plane, that is. 

dz 

dgk 

dz 
2 = Z z = Z 

—k (3.18) 

where Z (or Z') denotes a value that is infmitesimally larger (or smaller) than Z. For 

z Z, (3.17) becomes (3.19) below 

d ' G  k , 2  

dz 
- k^G, = 0 (3.19) 

Consequently, the solution G that vanishes on the bounding surfaces according to (3.3) can 

be expressed in the form 

G{x,y,z,X,Y,Z) = ^fdkJoipk) 

^sinh[^(z + 0] for-?<z<0 

Be''" + Ce"*' for 0 < z < Z (3-20) 

Z)sinh[A:(w-z)] for Z < z < w  

where 
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gk{k-,z-,z) = 

Y4sinh[A:(z +0] for-^<z<0 

Be' + Ce^'"' for 0<z<Z 

D s i n ] i [ A : ( w - z ) ]  f o r  Z < z < w  

(3.21) 

At the (z = 0)-plane, the continuity conditions according to (3.2) yield the relations 

Asmh{kt) = B+C (3.22) 

K„^^cosh(A:0 = K,i(5-C) (3.23) 

The continuity in G at the (z = Z)-plane gives 

(3.24) B e ^ + C e  =  D s m h [ k { w - Z ) ]  

The remaining relation between the unknown constants A ,  B , C  and D  can be found by the 

discontinuity condition (3.18). Thus, substituting (3.21) into (3.18), we obtain 

Be^^-Ce'''^ + Dcosh[k(w-Z)] ^ (3.25) 

Solving the four equations (3.22)-(3.25) for the four unknowns A, B, C and D, that is. 

sinh(A:0 -1 -1 

KoxCOSh(A:0/K,i -1 1 

0 kZ e -kZ e 

0 kZ e 
-kZ 

-e 

0 

0 

-sinh[A:(H'-Z)] 

cosh[A:(w-Z)] 

A 0 

B 0 

C 0 

P _l/(K,/eo) 

(3.26) 

we get 
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A = siiih[A:(w-Z)] 
[Kj,£Qsinh(A:Ocosh(A:w) + 

sinh[A:(w-Z)][K^,SQsinh(^^) + Ko^socosh(^f)] 

2K^,eQ[Kj,-8Qsinh(A:?)cosh(A:w) + K„^eQsinh(A:w)cosh(A:^)] 

sinh[A:(>v - Z)] [K^,-8qsinhkt - cosh(A:?)] 

2K^,SQ[Kj,eQsinh(A:/)cosh(A:w) + Kp^SQsinh(A:w)cosh(A:?)] 

[KJ J EQ  sinh cos h(A:Z) + Ko^SQsinh(A:Z)cosh(A:0] 

Ki,£o[Ks,EoSinh(A:Ocosh(A:w) + Ko^8Qsinh(A:w)cosh(A:0] 

Substituting (3.27) into (3.21), we obtain 

B 

C = 

D 

gk{k-,z-,z) 

'sinh[A:(w-Z)] sinh[A:(z + ?)] 
A 

for -? < z < 0 

K.,-A 
for Z < z < w 

(3.27) 

sinh[A:(w-Z)][Kj,sinh(A:Ocosh(fe) + Ko^sinh(^z)cosh(A:0] C N RR (3-28) 
for 0 < z < Z 

sinh[^w-z) ] [K j ,sinh(A:Ocosh(A:Z) + sinh (^Z) cos h(^0] 

where 

A = K^,SQsinh(A:^)cosh(A:w) + Ko^SQsinh(A:w)cosh(A:0 (3.29) 

Substituting (3.28) into (3.15), the required potential G produced by a dopant ion located 

in the depletion layer is obtained. Likewise, the potential G produced by an oxide charge 

is given by (3.15) with found to be 
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gi,{k-^;z) 

'sinh[^(z + 0][Koj:SINH(/:>V)cosh(A:Z) + K^,.siiih(A:2)cosh(A:W)] 

KoxA 

sinh [ A:( / - Z) ] sinh ( A:^) COS h( ) - K^, sinh ( A:Z) cos h( ) ] 
A 

siiih[^(r-Z)] sinh[A:(w-z)] 

for - t < 2 < - Z  

for - Z < z < 0 

for 0 < z < w 

(3.30) 

where A is the same as (3.29). 

X 

Positive Cycle 

Negative Cycle 

100 

Figure 3.2: Bessel function Jo(^) of the first kind of order zero. JQ(^x) is an oscillatory 
fiinction of x with slowly damped positive and negative cycles. 

We note that the solution (3.15) is not in closed form. To estimate G, we need to find 

the 2-D inverse Fourier transform of G or evaluate integrals associated with the Bessel 

fiinction JQ over an infinite range. However, the 2-D inverse Fourier transform of G is 

hard to find for most cases [15], [50]. On the other hand, Jo(^) is an oscillatory function 

of X, with a slow damping rate as shown in Figure 3.2. Numerical integration of a slowly 
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damped oscillatory function yields positive contributions on positive cycles and negative 

contributions on negative cycles that tend to cancel, leading to an integration that is sub

ject to error due to cancellation of numerically evaluated positive and negative parts. As 

an alternative approach, we transform the solution (3.15) in integral form to a converging 

series by using, for example, Cauchy's residue theorem [79], The residue theorem is a 

result of contour integration, as described below. 

Figure 3.3: A simply connected region 9? shown in blue (shade) inside which the 
function f{k) is analytic. The region 9? is bounded by a complete contour consisting of 
all the crosscuts and simple closed contours C and C,- (/ = 1, 2...n). Each of C,- encloses 
only one isolated singular point a,-. Line integral of f{k) around the complete contour of 
9? is zero. 

Suppose that a rational function f(Jc) is analytic on a simple closed contour C in the 

complex plane which bounds a finite region within which f{k) is single-valued and has 

only isolated poles at points k= a^,a2...a„. We enclose these points by small non-inter-

secting simple closed contours Cj, C2...C„, each of which lies inside C and encloses 

only one pole, as shown in Figure 3.3. By cotmecting each contour C, to C using a cross
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cut, we obtain a simply connected region 91 in blue (shade) bounded by a complete con

tour consisting of all the crosscuts and contours C and Q (/ = 1, 2...«). Because f{k) is 

analytic within IR , the line integral of f{k) around the complete boundary of 91 vanishes. 

That is, 

where the line integrals along the crosscuts cancel as the width of each crosscut tends to 

zero. Because f{k) has only one pole inside each contour C,, each of the line integrals 

taken in the negative sense (clockwise) around C, has a value given by -2nj times the 

residue of f{k) a.tk= ai, as denoted by Res= a } • Consequently, (3.31) becomes 

This result is known as Cauchy's residue theorem. 

To apply the residue theorem, we rewrite (3.15) in the form of a contour integral, as 

described below. Note evaluation of (3.15) using the residue theorem is done for the first 

time. The earlier work does not do this, but uses numerical integration that is subject to 

error, or 2-D inverse Fourier transform that does not exist for most cases as mentioned 

earlier. Following the discussion of residues, the accuracy of this method will be checked. 

^ f(k)dk + 1^^ f(k)dk + fik)dk cf f(k)dk = 0 (3.31) 

j f(k)dk = 27i:y ̂ Resj/(^)| (3.32) 
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x 1 0  

0.5 

•>e 

-0.5 

• 

Z <  z < w  ^  

1 

f 
-f < z < 0 

< 

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

x l O  
(a) 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

x l O  

-0.5 

-1 

•1.5 

0 < z < 

-f < z < -Z 

-Z < z < 0 

-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

X l O  
(b) 

Figure 3.4: G,,(k) as an odd function of k in any of the three regions of observation as 
labeled, for (a) the case of a dopant charge with given by (3.28), and (b) the case of 
an oxide charge with given by (3.30). 
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As an initial step, we require that the range of integration in (3.15) be extended from 

-00 to 00 by 

G = £ fryo(p«+7T„(pi) + /„(pi)-yT„(pi:)]G,(i:MA: 

" (3.33) 

= £ (^\pk)g,(k)dk 

where YQ is a Bessel function of the second kind (also known as Weber's function) and 

are Bessel functions of the third kind (also known as Hankel functions). 

Because G^(A:) given by (3.28) or (3.30) is an odd function of k, i.e., Gi^(-k) = -G^{k) 

in any of the three regions of observation as shown in Figure 3.4, using the relation [78] 

(3.34) 

we find that (3.33) can be rewritten as 

) 471 •'_oo 

(3.35) 

q 

As desired, (3.35) expresses G  as an integral of { p k ) G  with a range extending 

from -00 to 00. Now let us consider the result of integrating {pk)G ,^{k) with respect 

io k = x+jy around the closed contour of Figure 3.5, where the indentation is made 

to exclude a pole of located at the origin (k = 0). That is. 
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Figure 3.5: Integration contour consisting of two line segments on the real (or A:) axis and 
two semicircles and in the upper half-plane. 

= H^^\px)G,{x)dx+ \l^^\pk)G,{k)dk 

h ^Q\ p x ) g k { x ) d x +  \  h ^Q\ p k ) g k i k ) d k  + 
(3.36) 

= 27r7^Resi/4'^(P^)<^;tWL = A .  

1 = 1 

where a,- = x,•+. (/ = 1, 2...n) represents each of the n singularities of (i.e., 

each of the n  poles of G ^ )  inside the closed contour. As a result of the contour integra

tion, the series in (3.36) is known as Cauchy's residue theorem, stating that if a function 

is analytic within and on a simple closed contour C except for a number n of isolated sin

gularities inside C, then the contour integration of the function is given by 2nj times the 

sum of the residues of the function at the singularities inside C. To apply this result 

(3.36), we must have made the observation that jGjt(^)| approaches zero as r ^ 0, 
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and similarly, |/4^^(p^)l oii approaches zero as i? -> co. That is, (3.36) can be recast 

as (3.37) below 

\pk)Gkik)dk 

= lim f f I^Q^{px)G^{x)dx+ f I^Q\px)G,Xx)dx 
R^^V-R r 
r-*0 

00 

= f lt;\pk)gak)dk 
-00 

= 2717 Res|i4^^(p^)<^;i(^) 1^ = «J 
Comparing (3.35) with (3.37), we obtain 

G{x,y,z-X Y,Z) - •^||;^Res|/4'\pA:)G,(A:;z;Z)|^^^j (3.38) 

Because the derivative dA/dk at each k = a, is nonzero, the poles of are simple 

poles (i.e., poles of order one), and consequently, the residues of are expressible 

in the form 

Res|/4"(pt)Gi(te;Z)l,.„| = /4"(pt)Gt(t;z;Z)|^_^^ (3.39) 

where Q stems from G^ with dA/dk in place of A in (3.28) or (3.30). That is. 
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G,(k;z;Z) 

'sinh[^(iv-Z)] sinh[^z + ?)] 
(dA/dk) 

for -/ < z < 0 

sinh[A:(w-Z)][K^,siiih(A:Ocosh(fe)+ Ko^sinh(fe)cosh(A:0] „ (3.40) 
for 0 <z < Z 

K,,(dA/dk) 

sinh {k{w-z)\ [KJ, sinh(A:0 cosh(A:Z) + sinh {kZ) cosh(A:0] 
K^i{dA/dk) 

for the case of a dopant charge, and 

G^(k-,z;Z) 

' sinh[A:(z + /) ][KO^ sinh cosh (A:Z) + K̂ ,-sinh (A:Z) cosh (A:w)] 

koada/dk) 

for Z < z < w 

for -t<z<-Z 

sinh[A:(?-Z)][KQ^sinh(A:w)cosh(fe) - Kj,sinh(fe)cosh(^w)] ry ^ ^ f. (3-41) 

^oada/dk) 

sinhrA:(^-Z)1suihrA:(>v-z)1 for 0 < z < w 
dA/dk 

for the case of an oxide charge, with dK/dk given by 

— = K SO[wcosh(A:w)cosh(A:?) + ^sinh(A:M')sinh(A:0] 
dk (3.42) 

+ Kj,8o[fcosh(A:Ocosh(A:w) + wsinh(A:r)sinh(A:w)] 

for both cases. Substituting (3.39) into (3.38), we obtain the required expression for g in 

the form of an infinite series 

G(x,y,z-Xy,Z) (3.43) 
i= 1 

with a,, the poles of , to be further determined as follows. 
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In (3.28) or (3.30) the poles of are the zeros of A. Therefore, a, in (3.43) can be 

obtained by solving A(A:) = 0 for A: in (3.29) numerically using, for example, Newton's 

iterative method. Because engaging Newton's method requires specification of initial 

estimates for all a, (/ = 1, 2...n) located inside the contour of Figure 3.5, an expression for 

the initial values is established below. At first we substitute k with x+jy in (3.29) to get 

A-A«+7A;  =  0  (3 .44)  

where A^ and A^ (the real and imaginary parts) are 

Aff = K„.so[sinh(wx)cos(wv)cosh(^x)cos(^j) - cosh(wx)sin(wj)sinh(?x)sin(/j)] 
(3.45) 

+ Kj,eo[sinh(/x)cos(?>')cosh(wx)cos(wy) - cosh(?x)sin(fy)sinh(wx)sin(ivy)] 

A; = Ko.£o[cosh(>vx)sin(wv)cosh(rx)cos(^j) + siiih(wx)cos(w>')sinh(rx)sin(?>')] 
(3.46) 

+ K,,8Q[cosh(?x)sin(?7)cosh(wx)cos(wj) + sinh(/x)cos(0')sinh(H'x)sin(w>')] 

Equations (3.45) and (3.46) indicate that A is a hyperbolic function of x as well as a sinu

soidal function ofy. Thus, it follows that the zeros of A are all located on the imaginary >-

axis with x = 0. Substituting x = 0 into (3.45) and (3.46), A reduces to 

A = 7[K„^SoSin(>v7)cos(f7) + K,,.8osin(f>;)cos(w>')] = jA^ = 0 (3.47) 

Figure 3.6 plots the function AQ o f y  in (3.47) (denoted by the solid line) versus a few 

related sine functions of y (denoted by the dashed, dotted, and dashed-dotted ones). We 

note that the function KJ, sin[(W + f)y^ of>', obtained by setting in (3.47), pos
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sesses the same number of zeros as Aq . For this reason, the initial estimates for a,, 

namely dj, can be obtained by solving (3.48) below for j 

sin(w>')cos(?>') + sin(^j)cos(>v>') = sin[(w+f)j'] = 0 (3.48) 

f * 

V 
V f \  «•*' 

M' = 2, / = 1 

y 
Figure 3.6: Dependence of AQ in (3.47) on y in comparison with a few related sine 
fiinctions of y. The function marked by the dashed line having the same number of zeros 
as Aq marked by the solid line is used for finding the initial estimates for Uj. 

Because a, are all located on the upper-half axis inside the closed contour of Figure 3.5 

(excluding the origin), the initial estimates «. are found to be 

= J'y = jmz/ (w +  t ) ,  n  =  +1,  2, 3... (3.49) 

With these initial values, we can now determine the zeros of A by solving (3.47) numeri

cally for 7, and then substitute these solutions into (3.43) to compute G. 
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w = 18 nm, z = 0 

t = 2 
t = A 

t = l  

20 
p(nm) 
(a) 

t = 2 nm, ^ = 0 

a 

w = 5 nm 

20 0 5 10 15 
p(nm) 
(b) 

Figure 3.7: Potential of an interface charge, G{z = Z = 0; p), as a function of the radial 
distance p from the charge: (a) the functional dependence is modified by the gate oxide 
thickness t at a fixed channel depletion width w, and (b) the function dependence is 
modified by w at a fixed t. G drops quickly with p. z = distance of the observation point 
(at which G is taken) from the interface. Z = distance of the point charge fi-om the 
interface. 
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o 

w = 18 nm, p = 0.2 nm 

Z(nm) 
(a) 

0 
10 

t = 2 nm, p = 0.2 nm 

2 
10 

w = 10 nm 
w = 1 5  

= 20 
•4 

10 

0 
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(b) 

Figure 3.8: Potential of a dopant charge, G{z = 0; p = 0.2nni; Z), as a function of the 
distance Z of the charge from the interface: (a) the functional dependence varies with the 
gate oxide thickness ^ at a fixed channel depletion width w, and (b) the fiinctional 
dependence varies with w at a fixed t. G falls off rapidly with Z. z = distance of the 
observation point from the interface, p = radial distance between the dopant charge and 
the observation point. 
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It should be noted that the imaginary part of the Hankel function H^Q^(Jpy) in (3.43) 

drops off sharply withj, while the real part of is always zero. That is, by sum

ming over only a few poles, the series (3.43) can be evaluated. Moreover, we note as p 

at p= 0, we switch to the numerical integration of in (3.15), involving no oscillatory 

function because = 1 at p = 0. As shown in Figure 3.4, G^(^) does not diverge as 

k increases indefinitely, and for this reason the integration (3.15) over an infinite range 

will be well defined. As shown in (3.50) and (3.51) below, this criterion is satisfied ana

lytically in the limit A: —> oo 

approaches zero, the imaginary part of becomes undefined. Therefore, to find G 

k ( w - Z )  k ( z  +  l )  
e e for -t<z<0 

k ( z - Z )  e 
(3.50) 

eo(K,/ + 0 

k ( z - Z )  
e 

for —t<z<0 

for 0 < z < Z 

for Z < z < w 

= 0 
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G,{t,z-,Z)\ k - y  ( x >  

k { t - Z)r k { w - z )  k { w  -  z )  ] 

- Z) ^(w - z) 
e e 

r  k ( w  +  t )  ,  k [ w  +  t ) - .  
[K^Eoe + K^^Eoe ] 

for -t<z<-Z 

for - Z < z < 0 

for 0 < z < w 

^(z + Z) 
e 
2K„;,eo 

(Ko;C-I^5/) 

2KO;,So(K,; + K„ J 
-jt(z + Z) g 

eo(K,/ + K„J 

for -t<z< -Z 

^-Kz + Z) fo i . -z<z<0 

for 0 < z < w 

0 

(3.51) 

Figure 3.7 examines for a few choices of t and w how potential G{z = Z = 0; p) gen

erated by an interface charge varies with its radial distance p from the charge, with G 

taken at the interface. Figure 3.7(a) shows for a given w that G reduces with p more rap

idly in devices of smaller t. A similar behavior is seen in Figure 3.7(b) for devices of dif

ferent w, although G at a given p is less sensitive to the change of w than that of t. That 

is, how G varies with p depends on electrode screening that is modified by t and w. 

Because devices with smaller t and w give rise to better screening at radial distances far 

from the charge, and better screening makes the charge less influential upon G, devices 

with smaller t and w are sensitive to nearby charges more than distance ones. This point is 

important to the statistical analysis of Section 3.3. A script written in MATLAB for the 3-

D potential model (3.43) is given in Appendix A. 
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With t and w as parameters, Figure 3.8 explores how potential G(z = 0; p = 0.2nm; Z) 

induced by a dopant charge varies with the vertical distance Z of the charge from the 

interface, with the potential G measured at the interface. Figure 3.8 shows that G falls off 

quickly with Z, indicating that a dopant charge is most influential upon the surface poten

tial when it is located close to the interface. This influence diminishes rapidly as the point 

charge moves from the interface toward the silicon bulk. For this reason, the impact of 

accidental charge arrangements upon the potential variation will be greatest when charges 

are distributed randomly across the interfacial plane as opposed to any other plane paral

lel to this plane. On the other hand, using an epitaxial layer with very few impurities as a 

buffer layer underneath the gate oxide may facilitate the reduction of the random dopant 

effect. 

3.2.3 HOMOGENEOUS ONE-DIELECTRIC CASE 

Point Charge at (X, Y, Z) 

z = 0 

Conducting Plate. 

Homogeneous 
Material 

Conducting Plate' 
Observation Point (x, y, z) 

Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram of a homogeneous material that is bounded between two 
conducting plates. The potential from a point charge placed in this structure can be 
derived analytically by the method of images, w = distance between the two conducting 
plates. 
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To check how the residue approach works, in this subsection we examine a simpler 

case of a homogeneous material, e.g., a silicon layer with a dielectric constant K^, , that is 

bounded between two conducting plates as shown in Figure 3.9. The potential at observa

tion point {X, Y, Z) produced by a point charge located at (x, y, z) in this structure can be 

obtained analytically using, for example, the method of images as well as the method of 

residues. The analytic solution obtained by the image method will be used to verify the 

accuracy of the residue solution. 

Each point charge placed in the material induces an oppositely charged image charge 

in both conducting plates. The image charges induced further result in a multipole charge 

distribution in place of the single originating charge. For this reason, the potential G from 

the point charge is expressible as 

where p is the radial distance given by (3.14), w is the distance between the two conduct

ing plates, and i (= 0, l...n) are integers. In contrast, the potential G derived using 

the Green's function approach is found to be 

(3.52) 

G(x,y,z-^, Y,Z) = ^ f G,(k)J,(pk)dk 
2n JQ 

(3.53) 
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with given by 

G,{k) 

sinh [(w - Z)^] sin(zA:) 
K^;Sosinh(wA:) 

sinh [(w - z)k\ sin(ZA:) 
K^,eoSinh(>vA:) 

for 0 < z < Z 

f o r  Z < z < w  

(3.54) 

Applying the residue theorem, (3.53) becomes (3.55) below 

G{x,y,z-^, Y,Z) = 

i =  1 

where G is found to be 

(3.55) 

sinh [(w -Z)k'\ sin(zA:) 

K^,SoWCOSh(H'A:) 

sinh[(w - z ) k ]  s m { Z k )  

K^,SoH'COSh(wA:) 

for 0 < z < Z 

for Z < z < w  

(3.56) 

Because Gj^k) is a rational function of k, the poles of G,^{k) are the zeros of sinh(w^) 

in (3.54). Substituting k = x+jy into sinh(wA:) = 0, we obtain 

sinh(wA:) - sinh(H'x)cos(>vj)+ycosh(wx)sin(w>') = 0 (3.57) 

As a result, the poles of G^i^k) in the complex plane are found to be 

k = ai = Xi +jyi = i = ±0, 1, 2, 3. 
w 

(3.58) 
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Note only the poles located in the upper half-plane excluding the origin are enclosed by 

the contour (as shown in Figure 3.5). Thus, the poles a, in (3.55) are given by 

a: =j—, i = (3.59) 
w 

11.2493 

11.2492 

11.2491 

Method of 

^ Images 
11.249 

>11.2489 

7^11.2488 Method of 

Residues 
11.2487 

11.2486 

11.2485 

11.2484 
10 

n 
Figure 3.10: Potential G of a point charge as a function of n, calculated by the method of 
images and the method of residues based on (3.52) and (3.55), respectively. The accuracy 
of G evaluated depends on how large the number n used in (3.52) and (3.55) is. To 
achieve similar accuracy, the residue method requires a much smaller n and converges a 
lot faster than the image method. 

For a comparison of the image method based on (3.52) and the residue method based 

on (3.55), Figure 3.10 shows how quickly the potential G calculated by the two methods 

converges as the value of n in (3.52) and (3.55) increases. Figure 3.10 does show that the 

two solutions tend to agree with each other as n increases. Because the image solution is 

formulated exactly, the agreement between the two methods verifies the adequacy of the 
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residue approach. To achieve the same accuracy, Figure 3.10 shows that a much larger 

value of n is needed by the method of images compared to the method of residues, indi

cating that the residue approach converges a lot faster and so is much more efficient com

putationally. Scripts for these two methods written in MATLAB are given in Appendix B. 

3.2.4 POTENTIAL FROM A SET OF POINT CHARGES 

As a linear operation, potential ^ at position (x, y, z) due to a number v of dopant 

charges located at (X, ,F, ,Z, ) (i- 1, 2...v) or to v oxide charges at (X, ,y, ,-Z, ) or to v 

interface charges at (Xj, 7, ,0) or to a mixture of these charges follows (3.60) below 

(j)(x, y,z) = ^ G(x, y, 7,., Z,) (3.60) 
1 = 1 

where G is given by (3.15) or (3.43) with proper treatment of the z coordinate. An exam

ple of how (3.60) applies is the spatial distribution of (j) across the interface in response to 

a set of point charges randomly placed over the interface, as shown in Figure 3.11. There 

the potential (|) is measured only at the given mesh nodes, and not at the charge location. 

We note that in the presence of screening the potential at any chosen position is sensitive 

not to remote, but to nearby accidental charge arrangements. The size of this sensitive 

region depends on both the oxide thickness t and the depletion width w according to Fig

ure 3.7. 
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X (nm) 

(b) 
Figure 3.11: Spatial distribution of potential <}) across the interface due to a set of charges 
randomly placed over the interface in a device with oxide thickness t = 2nm and depletion 
width w = 30 nm: (a) an accidental arrangement of point charges over the interface, and 
(b) the potential distribution across the interface in response to these discrete charges. 
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3.3 Charge Arrangements and Respective Probabilities 

Separate from the Green's function analysis above, this section details how to find the 

likelihood of a given charge arrangement and how to construct the probability distribu

tion of potential corresponding to different charge arrangements among a grid of possible 

sites where the charges may reside. 

3.3.1 TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 

We find it convenient to introduce some terminology and notation. The total number 

of charges is denoted by v. We refer to locations where charges can be located, whether 

they are occupied or not, as charge sites and denote the total number of sites by N. We 

refer to a particular realization of charges occupying particular sites as a charge arrange

ment. The collection of sites at a given radius from the observation point is called a ring, 

numbered in order of increasing radius. The total number of rings is r, the number of sites 

in a ring is n, and the number of charges occupying particular sites (the so-called occu

pancy number) in a ring is k. We refer to the collection of all charge arrangements with 

the same ring occupancy numbers ki,k2...kr as a charge configuration and denote the 

size (number of arrangements) of a particular collection by U. The total number of charge 

configurations is M. The total number of charge arrangements is U» M. 

3.3.2 GRID OF POSSIBLE CHARGE SITES 

Computing probabilities is straightforward, especially for a finite sample space con

sisting of all possible outcomes. For example, to find the probability of a particular event, 
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we simply add up the probabilities of individual outcomes that constitute that event. The 

set of all conceivable charge arrangements is our sample space, and the probability of a 

particular potential is the number of all charge arrangements that result in that potential 

divided by the number of all conceivable arrangements. An arrangement of charges is an 

outcome; a potential is an event. 

Observation Point 

(a) 

O = Empty Site • = Occupied Site 

(b) 
Figure 3.12; An accidental arrangement of charges among a 2-D grid of sites: (a) charges 
from the same ring contribute equally to the potential, and (b) a grid of sites is partitioned 
into a number of rings centered at the point of interest to simplify the calculation of 
potentials and their probabilities. 



To make the sample space finite, we suppose that charges can occupy only available 

sites, no more than one per site. For statistical analysis, we treat only 2-D charge sites 

here. That is, charges are scattered randomly among a finite, planar (e.g., interfacial) grid 

of n possible sites. The treatment of 3-D charge sites, though more complicated, is con

ceptually analogous. We have not used the real lattice of silicon, but a square array. The 

actual arrangement of sites in the critical region is more complex: for example, this 

region might be near the oxide-silicon interface, where the oxide is not crystalline, and 

the silicon lattice may differ from the bulk. The grid spacing is kept fixed for every 

device, and as device size is reduced, the number of available sites n decreases. More

over, each site is equally likely to be occupied and each charge arrangement is equally 

likely to be realized. Forces between nearby charges such as Coulomb forces, short-range 

interactions, strain fields, and interactions with other defects are not included in the pro

cess of distributing charges among the available sites here. 

As shown in Figure 3.12(a), the potential from one charge is G(p) and the potential 

from k charges all at the same distance p is simply k times G(p). Thus, to make the 

computation of potentials and their respective probabilities efficient, we divide the grid of 

sites into a number r of rings, each with a unique radius p, = +7^) (i - 1, 2...r) 

with X, y the coordinates (i.e., the numbers of grid intervals) of a site relative to the obser

vation point. Figure 3.12(b) shows an example of partitioning a grid of sites into many 

rings centered at the point where the potential from a set of random charges is to be eval

uated. Each charge on the same ring shares the same G and so contributes equally to the 
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potential. For this reason, the potential ^ in response to a particular arrangement of v 

charges can be expressed as 

^=^^ ,G(p , )  (3 .61)  
1 = 1 

where kj denotes the number of charges (the so-called occupancy number) on the 

ring, with = v. For example, the accidental charge arrangement in Figure 3.12(b) 

leads to a series of occupancy numbers (k^, ^2, ^3, k^, k^, k^)= (1, 1, 1,2, 3, 2). 

3.3.3 CHARGE CONFIGURATION 

Different charge arrangements may result in the same potential. For example, there 

are 28 distinct arrangements of 2 charges among the 8 available sites of the 4* ring in 

Figure 3.12(b), all leading to the same potential of 2G(p4). For convenience, a family of 

charge arrangements that share a unique series of occupancy numbers k^,k2...k^ and thus 

a unique potential will be called a charge configuration. The basic idea of charge configu

ration is the notion that the Green's fiinction G(p,) needs to be evaluated only once for 

each p, in determining the potential for every possible charge arrangement in the sample 

space. In addition, the use of charge configuration allows the probability portion of the 

analysis to be carried out separately from the Green's fiinction portion, yielding much 

insight. Therefore, we will base our approach to the charge fluctuation problem upon ring 

partitions and charge configurations. 
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3.3.4 NUMBER OF AVAILABLE SITES, n, OF A CHOSEN RING 

TABLE III: NUMBER OF AVAILABLE SITES IN A CHOSEN RING FROM A GRID 

Ring index i Radius^ p, Number of sites «, 

1 1 4 
2 V(i^  +1^)  4 
3 2 4 
4 V(l' + 2') 2x4 
5 V(2^ + 2^) 4 
6 3 4 
7 V(l^ + 3') 2x4 
8 V(2^ + 3^) 2x4 
9 4 4 
10 V(l^ + 4^) 2x4 

The criterion Z,«, = N can be used to check the validity of grid partition, where N 
is the total number of sites of a grid. 
" Radius p,- in unit cell dimension is given by J(x? + y}), with x,-, 3^, the coordi
nates of a site relative to the observation point. 

To compute the probability of each particular potential, we need to find the total num

ber of charge configurations, namely M in the sample space and the number of charge 

arrangements, namely [/, derived from the configuration (/ = 1, 2...M) for each con

figuration. Because M and C/, depend upon the total number of rings r for a specific grid 

and upon the number of available sites, namely in the ring {i = 1, 2...r) for each 

ring, a general algorithm for finding r and n, given the grid of Figure 3.12(b), for exam

ple, is summarized in Table III. At first, we note that each ring has at least four available 

sites due to the symmetry of the ring around the observation point. In the case where an 

observation point is located near the comer of the plane of sites, there are rings that are 

incomplete and require the absolute x and y coordinates to compute the number of avail

able sites in a ring for each of these rings. This number of sites is doubled when the crite
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rion is met: x ^ y  with for each site (x, y )  in a particular ring. For example, the 4'^ 

ring in Figure 3.12(b) with P4 = a/(1^ + 2^) has 2x4 available sites located at (2, 1), (1, 

2), (-1, 2), (-2, 1), etc. This number of sites is further increased as any two completely 

different sets of (x, y) share the same radius. For example, the ring associated with (0, 5) 

and the ring associated with (3, 4) are the same ring, but have completely different sets of 

(x, y), leading to a total of 12 available sites. Finally, adjacent rings with very similar G 

can be combined to form an aimulus to simplify matters described below. 

3.3.5 NUMBER OF CHARGE CONFIGURATIONS M 

As mentioned earlier, each charge configuration is denoted by a unique series of 

occupancy numbers (A:i, k2...k^) with S, = v (total number of charges). For a specific 

V  and r, the number of possible configurations M is governed by the number of ways that 

V  charges can be binned into r  rings [77], that is, 

M = 
 ̂ _i_ 1^ V + r- 1 

V V y 
= (v±£:ill! (3,62) 

v ! ( r - l ) !  ^  ^  

provided that v < n, for each / = 1, 2...r. In the case where v > n,, configurations involv

ing ki > rij are not allowed according to the criterion of occupancy, and thus need to be 

eliminated, leading to a smaller M. Because combining adjacent rings means adding up 

the respective numbers of sites «, to a value greater than v, combining adjacent rings 

simplifies matters by not having to deal with the otherwise conditional cases (A:, > «,). 
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3.3.6 NUMBER OF ARRANGEMENTS, U, FOR A GIVEN CONFIGURATION 

For a given k and « of a ring, the number of arrangements of k charges among n avail

able sites of the ring, namely T follows a binomial coefficient [77] 

T = "• (3.63) 
k\{n-k)\ 

Consequently, for a given charge configuration {k^,k2...k^), the number U of arrange

ments of Z, ki charges among Z,-sites of the r rings is governed by the multiplication 

principle 

U = Y \ T I  ( 3 . 6 4 )  
/• = 1 

3.3.7 PROBABILITY, P, OF A GIVEN POTENTIAL 

TABLE IV: CHARGE CONFIGURATIONS AND RELATED PROBABILITIES 

f k\ ki Ui 

1 4 0 1 AG\ 1/70  
2 3 1 4x4 3G1+G2 16/70  
3 2 2 6x6 2G1+2G2 36/70  
4 1 3 4x4 G1+3G2 16/70  
5 0 4 1 4G2 1 /70  

A special case of v = 4, r = 2, = «2 = 4. v = total number of charges, r = total 

number of rings, rtj = number of sites in the ring, kj = number of charges in the 

ring. Gj = G(Py) with py the ring radius. 
® Configuration index. 
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Finally, the probability P of realizing a particular potential is given by the ratio of 

how many arrangements Uj arise from the configuration that results in (|)y to how many 

arrangements arise from the M configurations that result in all different potentials, that is, 

Table IV shows a simple example of charge configurations and their respective proba

bilities, with V = 4, r = 2 and Wj = nj ^ 4. According to (3.62), a total of 5 charge con

figurations can be attained, which amounts to a total of 70 charge arrangements (E, Uj = 

70) according to (3.63), (3.64). If the Green's function G evaluated at different radii p of 

rings yields different values, a value that decreases with an increase in p, then each 

charge configuration will lead to a different potential according to (3.61) with a probabil

ity dictated by (3.65). As a good check for the adequacy of the method, the total number 

of arrangements E, Uj arising from all the M configurations in the sample space has to 

equal a binomial coefficient (i.e., the total number of arrangements of v charges among 

available sites of a grid) 

i'(i) = 
M  

(3.65) 

^vj  v! (A/ ' -v) !  
(3.66) 

which in the case of v = 4, 8 is 70. 
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3.3.8 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF POTENTIAL 

0.8 

G(PI) = 0.291V, G(P2) = 0.185V 
Pj = 0.5 nm, pj = 0.707 nm 

Observation Point 
0.6 

9 

(0 

O 

0.4 

Q. Q Q 0.2 
o = Available Site 

1 1.2 
HV) 

Figure 3.13: Probability distribution of potential (j) corresponding to the arrangements of 
charges in Table IV with v = 4, r = 2 and N=S, for a structure of oxide thickness t = 0.9 
nm, depletion width w = 3 nm, and grid spacing d = 0.5 nm. v = number of charges, r 
iiLiinbcr of rings. N = number of sites. 

Corresponding to the charge arrangements of Table IV, Figure 3.13 shows the proba

bility distribution of potential (j) for a given structure with t = 0.9 nm and w = 3 nm. In 

Figure 3.13, the Green's function G(p) for a larger p assumes a much lower value. This 

lowering of G causes each configuration in Table IV to yield a different potential (j). As a 

general principle, differences in (}> between various configurations have a tendency to 

increase as differences in G between various rings increase. For example, the difference 

in (|) between any two adjacent configurations in Table IV is equal to the difference in G 

between the two rings, namely Gj - Gj. In addition, the bell-shaped distribution in Fig

ure 3.13 indicates that the highest and the lowest (|) resulting from configurations with all 

charges placed on a single ring are unlikely to occiir. Conversely, the most probable value 
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of (j), which turns out to be the mean value, arises from a configuration with charges dis

tributed evenly among the rings. A MATLAB script for generating the probability distri

bution of potential caused by different charge arrangements in a MOS model device is 

given in Appendix C. 

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of ring partition is to exploit charge configuration. 

As seen in Table IV, using charge configuration enables the probability portion of analy

sis to be made independently of the Green's function portion. For example, the probabili

ties calculated in Table IV apply to all structures of different t and w, allowing a quick 

comparison of their potential distributions. 

0.05 

0.04 

> 
= 0.03 
n 
ca 
n 
2 0.02 
Q. 

0.01 

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 
(|){V) 

Figure 3.14: Probability distribution of potential <() for the same device of Figure 3.13 
with V =4, d= 0.5 run except for a larger r = 5 that leads to a larger N= 24 and a larger 
device area, v = number of charges, r = number of rings. N = number of sites, d = 
spacing of grid sites. 
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For a fixed number of charges v, an increase in the number of rings r leads to an 

increase in the number of configurations M according to (3.62). For any Green's function 

G that reduces noticeably with the radius p of the ring for all rings, different configura

tions will bring about different (j) so that an increase in M will result in more distinct val

ues of (j) and thus a wider potential distribution. A larger r can result fi-om a larger device 

area at a fixed spacing d of grid sites or fi-om a smaller at a fixed device area. A change 

in r impacts the likelihood of (j), while a change in d impacts the Green's function G. To 

see how the potential distribution varies with device area and grid spacing, some exam

ples are provided below. 

1) Device Area 

Figure 3.14 shows a potential distribution containing more distinct values of (j) than 

Figure 3.13 as a result of adding more outer rings of sites and therefore more configura

tions of charge. Comparison of Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 shows that the highest (j) 

does not change, because it comes fi-om full occupancy of the inner ring. However, occu

pancy of the outer rings leads to lower values of (|), causing the probability distribution in 

Figure 3.14 to extend to lower (j). The mean of the distribution is lowered accordingly. 

To rid the discrete distribution of Figure 3.14 of unwanted details, a histogram as 

shown in Figure 3.15(a) is generated by binning the potentials from Figure 3.14 into 10 

equal-length intervals and then returning the sum of probabilities within an interval for 

each interval. Unlike the actual distribution in Figure 3.14, the histogram in Figure 

3.15(a) with a lot fewer elements looks much simpler. Thus, the histogram will be used to 

represent the actual distribution when comparing various structures. 
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Figure 3.15: Histogram for the discrete distribution of Figure 3.14, obtained by binning 
the potentials into (a) 10 equally spaced intervals, and (b) 20 equally spaced intervals, v 
= number of charges, r = number of rings. N = number of sites, d = spacing of grid sites. 
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Although Figure 3.15(a) suggests potentials near ^ - 0.6 Y are most likely, Figure 

3.14 shows that values of potential near this most likely value may be improbable. It is 

clear that values of ^ that are unlikely or improbable may occur because few configura

tions provide exactly those values of (j). For device design this situation means that a 

usual binning of the potential must be based upon the device tolerance to different poten

tial values. If device tolerance is narrow, a working device may be unlikely, even if its 

target potential is near the most likely value of potential. As devices are shrunk, they 

must be designed so binning looks like Figure 3.15(a), and not like Figure 3.15(b), which 

shows that narrow binning is subject to variations similar to Figure 3.14. 

2) Spacing of Charge Sites 

Another important aspect of charge arrangement relates to how the available charge 

sites are spaced. For example, we have used a square array with a fixed spacing d to 

model the interfacial lattice that may differ from the real lattice in the critical region. A 

coarser grid of sites will result in a smaller r and M and thus in fewer distinct values of (j). 

A coarser grid also will result in a lower maximum in G due to a larger p of the first 

(smallest) ring, which in turn will result in a lower maximum in (j). As an example, Fig

ure 3.16 shows for a particular structure how the spacing of charge sites d impacts the 

potential distribution. In Figure 3.16, a coarser grid with d = 0.5 nm leads not only to 

fewer separate potentials (j), but also to a lower mean (j) along with a lower maximum in 

(j). As a result, significant error could be introduced by using a grid of sites that is too 

coarse to approximate the real lattice. 
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Figure 3.16: Impact of the spacing of charge sites upon the potential distribution for the 
device of Figure 3.13. A larger spacing d results in not only fewer distinct values of (j), 
but also a narrower distribution with a lower mean as well as a lower maximum in (j). / = 
gate oxide thickness, w = chaimel depletion width, v = number of charges, r = number of 
rings. N = number of sites. 

3.4 Device Yield and Normality Test 

In this section a cumulative probability plot is formed for devices that are identical 

with the exception of the accidental charge arrangement in them. From this plot we can 

find what proportion of devices is likely to hit a target potential within some specified 

tolerance, giving an idea of the device yield. For any particular potential ^, its cumula

tive probability, namely F(^) is defined to be 

t = 0.9 nm, w = 3 nm, v = 4 

— 0.5 nm, r  =  2 , N =  8 

d  = 0.25 nm, r = 5, N= 24 

rV 

1.5 2 
(|>(V) 

2.5 

F((|)) = P((D<(t)) = 
1 = 1 

(3.67) 
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with O a random value of the potential ^. That is, for any real value (j), in the 

discrete case is found by summing the probabilities P{^i) over all possible values (|), (/ = 

1, 2...n) that are less than or equal to the chosen potential (j). Consequently, the yield Y for 

a specified tolerance A(|) = ±m<y, for example, is obtained by 

1 - - wa s s 10, + wa; 

= F(u + ma)-F(|j, - ma) 
J (3.68) 

= 'ZH'*,) 
i  -  a  

where  | a -ma<( | )^<( | ) j< |a  +  ma,  and the  mean ^  and the  s tandard  devia t ion  a  of  ( | )  

resulting from all conceivable charge arrangements are expressible as 

= 1 

M 

i,"' 

H = (3.69) 
M  

a = 

M 

' ' (3.70) 
M 

with (|),, M and C/, given respectively by (3.61), (3.62) and (3.64). As an example, the ^ 

and a for the discrete distribution of Figure 3.14 are found to be 560 mV and 144 mV, 

respectively. Given the acceptable departures, a (=144 mV), 2 a and 3 a from the target 

value |a = 560 mV, the device yields are found to be 65.9%, 96.2% and 99.8%, respec

tively from Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17: Cumulative probability function F((j)) for the discrete distribution of Figure 
3.14. For a chosen departure A(|) = ±CT from the target potential |j,, the yield Y is given 
tobe7=F(|j, + a)--F(|a.-a), with |j,, CT the mean and the standard deviation of ^ . 

Furthermore, to graphically assess how feasible it is to approximate an underlying 

distribution by a normal (Gaussian) density fiinction, a normal probability plot is made in 

Figure 3.18. Although the shape of the distribution as shown by the insert departs signifi

cantly from a bell-shaped Gaussian, Figure 3.18 shows that the probability is well 

described by a Gaussian over the range extending one standard deviation on either side 

from the mean. That is, a Gaussian approximation is satisfactory for the assessment of the 

mean and standard deviation and thus the yield based on a tolerance of ±CT , as has been 

done in the older literature. However, significant departures from Gaussian occur in the 

wings of the distribution, especially on the low side of the mean. 
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Figure 3.18: Normal probability plot for a given discrete probability distribution. With 
the mean |i and the standard deviation a of data as parameters, a normal (Gaussian) 
density function denoted by a straight line is fitted to the data. The curvature in the data 
indicates that they do not come from a Gaussian distribution. 

3.5 Exact versus Approximate Treatments 

In this section a comparison of the exact and approximate treatments of the statistics 

is made along with a comparison of the exact and approximate treatments of the acciden

tal charge arrangement. These approximate treatments as widely used by the earlier work 

are examined here in order to decide whether they are accurate enough. The exact treat

ment of the statistics and the exact treatment of the accidental charge arrangement refer to 

our proposed method as discussed in the previous sections. The approximate treatment of 

the statistics is based on a random sample of accidental charge arrangements (realiza-



tions). We find how many reaUzations are necessary to get a reasonable estimate. A script 

in MATLAB written for this approximate treatment is given in Appendix D. 

Figure 3.19 shows for a particular case how the exact statistics compare with the 

approximate ones (the mean p, and the standard deviation a) obtained respectively by 

our proposed method and the Monte Carlo method. The exact statistics from (3.69) and 

(3.70) are based on the entire sample space including all possible charge arrangements for 

the case considered, whereas the approximate statistics are found by a random sample 

with size n equal to the number of devices, each with a random charge arrangement (real

ization). For each sample size (number of devices) considered, 50 random samples are 

examined. That is, there are 50 points in each vertical column in Figure 3.19, each repre

senting a sample of realizations. In a particular column, say 100 devices for example, 

each plotted point for that column is the mean/standard deviation for one of the 50 sam

ples of 100 devices. Figure 3.19 does show that as the sample size increases, both the 

approximate )LI and CT tend to converge to the exact values (solid lines). However, to 

maintain an error within 20 mV for the number of samples considered. Figure 3.19 shows 

that at least 1000 realizations need to be examined. 
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Figure 3.19: Comparison of the exact and approximate statistics obtained by our 
proposed and Monte Carlo methods, respectively: (a) exact vs. approximate mean |j, as a 
function of sample size (number of devices), and (b) exact vs. approximate standard 
deviation CT as a function of sample size. A device is a realization with a random charge 
arrangement. Each vertical column contains 50 samples as marked by crosses. 
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Figure 3.20: Scliematic diagram of dividing the interface into coarse square cells 
marked by solid lines. The charges located in a cell are all lumped on the node 
(middle point) of the cell, with the lumping grid marked by dotted lines. 
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Figure 3.21: Comparison of the exact and approximate statistics by our method and the 
approximation of lumping charge on nodes, with the cell dimension as a parameter: (a) 
approximate mean |j, as a function of sample size, and (b) approximate standard 
deviation a as a function of sample size. A horizontal line marks the exact solution, 
while crosses mark the approximate solutions. 
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Figure 3.22: Error introduced by lumping charge as a function of channel area L x  L :  ( a )  
mean |a, vs. L, and (b) standard deviation cr vs. L. v = number of charges. Cell 
dimension remains fixed at 1 nm. Solid curves denote the exact statistics. 

Another issue is the approximation made by lumping charge on numerical mesh 

nodes. A MATLAB script based on this approximate treatment is given in Appendix E. 

To estimate the accuracy of lumping, the interface is divided into coarse cells as shown in 

Figure 3.20. The nodes of the lumping grid are chosen to be the middle points of these 

cells. By lumping the charges found inside a cell are all assigned to this node. The net 

charge contained in a cell is unaffected by this lumping. It is clear that averaging implied 

by lumping results in an approximate potential. However, we wish to focus on the issue 

that lumping also approximates the statistics. When a device is divided into cells to deter

mine what a realization will be, the choice of how big these cells are will have an impact 

on the physical charge configuration, but also on how many different realizations there 
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can be, both in turn having an impact on the statistics. Monte Carlo methods compute the 

sample statistics for the realizations examined, but usually do not examine the adequacy 

of the realizations themselves. 

With the cell dimension as a parameter. Figure 3.21 examines how lumping charge on 

nodes impacts the statistics. It is seen that lumping causes a shift in the approximate 

and a with reference to the exact values (solid lines). This shift in CT is larger than in |j,, 

and is larger for a larger cell size than for a smaller cell size, suggesting that a smaller cell 

size is preferable. In addition, Figure 3.21 shows that the shift in CT is always negative, 

regardless of what the cell size is, indicating that lumping results in an erroneous reduc

tion in charge fluctuations and potential variations. There is work on quantization theory 

that shows a similar result. That is, the variance of the output of a quantizer is less than 

that of the random variable at the quantizer input [87]. It would seem that the concept of 

lumping is analogous to that of quantization. However, this result of Figure 3.21 departs 

fi-om the conclusion of Stolk et al. [35], namely both simulated jj, and CT increase with 

increasing the numerical grid spacing. 

Figure 3.22 ftirther explores for two values of v how the error in |a. and a as intro

d u c e d  b y  l u m p i n g  c h a r g e  o n  m e s h  n o d e s  v a r i e s  w i t h  s i z e  o f  t h e  c r i t i c a l  r e g i o n  ( L x  L ) .  

Here the cell size for lumping is fixed at 1 nm (twice as large as the site spacing) as L is 

reduced, and for each of the 50 random samples in a vertical column, 1000 realizations 

are examined to get the approximate statistics. Figure 3.22 clearly shows that the error in 

the data increases with reducing L, and is larger for the a than for the n, indicating that 
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lumping significantly underestimates the potential variation, especially for small critical 

regions. 
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4 Impact of MOSFET Scaling upon Variations in Surface Potential by 

Random Charge Fluctuations 

4.1 Introduction 

Scaling of MOSFET gate lengths has reached the sub-50 nm regime [83]. As MOS-

FETs are shrunk, fewer charges contribute to the potential at a chosen position in the 

channel. Unlike the potential in large MOSFETs, which is controlled by a cloud of remote 

charges having contributions too small to be distinguishable, the potential in small MOS

FETs is controlled by only a handful of nearby charges with contributions large enough to 

be distinct. Because in small MOSFETs there are not enough charges to average out the 

underlying differences in charge number, and different charge configurations all affect the 

potential differently, small devices are sensitive to the fine structure of charge distribu

tion. 

With continual MOSFET scaling, the problem of random charge fluctuations has been 

brought to the attention of both the analog and digital integrated circuit communities 

[10]-[59]. Many studies of how dopant charge fluctuations could contribute to the thresh

old voltage (Fy) variation as devices are scaled have been reported [19]-[59]. An exam

ple is the work by Stolk et al. [35]. There the standard deviation of Vj, due to 

variations in channel doping concentration/cm^ was found to be 
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with (j)^ the difference between the Fermi level and the intrinsic Fermi level in the bulk, 

F; the thermal voltage, and the silicon and the oxide dielectric permittivity, t the 

gate oxide thickness, Ng the average volume density of channel doping, L and fV the 

channel length and width. For devices subject to variations in surface doping concentra

tion/cm^, it follows that [35] 

« (4.2) 
^ COXJLW 

with (= the oxide capacitance/cm^, the average area density of surface 

doping under the oxide. Note the same one-over-square-root-of-area dependence arises in 

(4.1) and (4.2). By (4.1) and (4.2) these authors indicated that the random doping effect 

would be serious for small devices with elevated doping densities. However, it should be 

noted that the analysis leading to (4.1) and (4.2) is based on a one-dimensional (1-D) 

Green's function. While a device might be well described this way, doping fluctuations 

are 3-D, and it is a huge assumption that applying statistics to a 1-D model makes any 

sense. 

The work by Asenov et al. [41], [44] uses a 3-D numerical approach to check the 

validity of (4.1) without the assumption of a 1-D Green's function. They find the same 

parametric dependence as (4.1) except for a stronger dependence on Ng having an expo

nent of 0.4 instead of 0.25. However, to get an accurate estimate of csy^, variations in 

charge location must be modeled accurately. As an extreme example, simulating two 

devices using a simulation grid coarser than the underlying lattice of sites where charges 
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can be located could result in the same Vj- and for both, even if in reality these 

devices dilfer in the short-range placement of charges. These authors did not introduce 

charge location according to an underlying lattice of sites, but used a continuum model, 

which evidently will have a different statistical behavior than a lattice. 

Other numerical work does use a lattice of sites, such as the work by Frank et al. [37]. 

However, any purely numerical approach must use charge lumping onto grid points, an 

inevitable feature of any numerical analysis, limiting the sheer number of available 

charge configurations, with significant consequences for statistics. In addition, such 

approaches are forced to use a Monte Carlo approach to statistics, with consequent sam

pling issues. These limitations are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3, where it is 

shown that the errors become rather large for small devices, making the attempted verifi

cation of (4.1) suspect. A more satisfactory test of (4.1) is made in this Chapter. 

The combination of charge location and charge number variations will be referred to 

here as RDF. Treating RDF carefully, we assess how the statistical distribution of surface 

potential attributed to RDF varies with device structure in Section 4.2, and how the yield 

for a given tolerance varies with device scaling in Section 4.3. 

4.2 Influence of Device Structure on Variations 

In this Section, a simplified MOS model device with point charges as introduced in 

Chapter 3 is used to illustrate the role of device structure in four ways: by modeling the 

role of absolute charge number v upon RDF, the role of gate oxide thickness t and chan

nel depletion width w upon device sensitivity to RDF, the role of device area via the 
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absolute number N of sites upon RDF, and the role of the average sheet concentration 

of charge upon RDF. 

4.2.1 ROLE OF CHARGE NUMBER UPON VARIATIONS 

hi our treatment of the statistics, it is assumed that charges can occupy only available 

sites, with a maximum of one charge per site. In addition, each site has equal probability 

of being filled and each charge arrangement has equal probability of being realized. Fol

lowing a binomial coefficient given by 

A^! 
(4.3) 

'N^ ' N ' 

v!(7V-v)! 

the number of arrangements of v charges among N available sites equals that of iV - v 

charges among the same sites. Using the occupancy criterion just mentioned, it follows 

that the likelihood of any given arrangement of v charges equals that of v charges. 

Similarly, it can be shown that the number of ways (configurations') to bin v charges 

into r rings equals that to bin N-v charges into the same rings. Using (3.63)-(3.66), we 

find that the probability of realizing a potential from a configuration (Atj, ^2—^r) of ^ 

charges is the same as that of realizing a different potential from a symmetric configura

tion («! -ki, «2 - ̂2 •••"r - k^) of N — V charges. This symmetry around half-occupancy 

(v = N / 2) is important to the discussion below.^ 

1. For terminology and notation, see Section 3.3.1. 

2. In the case of dopant ion number fluctuations, occupancy remains below a few percent at most, or we would 
have an alloy, not silicon. However, for interface charges or interface traps large occupancies are possible. 
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Figure 4.1: Probability distribution of surface potential (|) produced by v charges with v 
as a parameter. These charges are randomly placed over the interface plane of N sites 
(traps) in a device with t = 0.9 nm, w = 3 nm, and r = 5. t = gate oxide thickness, w 
cliatiticl depletion width, r = number of rings. M= number of charge configurations. 

Figure 4.1 explores how the probability distribution of surface potential (j) generated 

by V interface charges varies with the charge number v. For a given v, variations in the 

placement (location) of these charges over the interface plane of N sites (traps) result in a 

potential distribution (histogram). Figure 4.1 shows that the distribution with v = x and 

that with V = N-x are both formed symmetrically about the one with v = N/2 (half-

occupancy) that is itself symmetric. It is also shown that as traps depart from being half-

occupied, the distribution becomes narrower and more skewed (one-sided). 
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Figure 4.2: Dependence of the mean |j, and the standard deviation a of surface potential 
on the absolute charge number v for the device of Figure 4.1: (a) curves of |j, vs. v and 
(b) curves of CT vs. V . r = number of rings. N = number of sites (traps), t = oxide 
thickness, w = depletion width. 
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Figure 4.2 examines how the mean and the standard deviation a of surface poten

tial obtained respectively from (3.69) and (3.70) depend on v for the device of Figure 

4.1. Figure 4.2(a) shows that on each curve the rate of increase in |a due to an increase in 

V is constant due to the linear relation between the potential (J) and the occupancy num

ber kj (i =1, 2...r) according to (3.61). In contrast, Figure 4.2(b) shows that increasing v 

causes a to go up at first, reach a maximum at v = N/2 (half-occupancy), and then 

drop. This result suggests that after half-occupancy is reached, fiirther increase in trap 

occupancy results in a lower potential variation. 

100 

SO 

Xf 

«r 70 

60 

0 f 10 15 20 24 
V 

Figure 4.3: Curves of device yield vs. absolute number v of charges, with tolerance Acj) 
as a parameter for the device of Figure 4.1. (|) = surface potential, r = number of rings. N 
= number of sites (traps). 

In addition to the coimection between |j,, a and v, Figure 4.3 further probes how 

device yield calculated using (3.68) is affected by v, with the tolerance Acj) as a parame-
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ter. The yield reflects how many devices are likely to achieve a target surface potential 

within the specified tolerance. For a given distribution, the larger the tolerance, the higher 

the yield will be. Conversely, for a given tolerance, the broader the distribution, the lower 

the yield one will get. Figure 4.3 indicates that as v goes up, the yield drops initially, 

minimizes at v = N/2, and then improves. 

4.2.2 ROLE OF SCREENING UPON VARIATIONS 

When there is no screening, the potential in response to a point charge located at a 

distance apart is inversely proportional to that distance. However, in the presence of 

screening the potential drops off more quickly with the distance of the charge. Because 

image charges (e.g., images in the gate and the bulk) result in a multipole charge distribu

tion, and multipole potentials fall off rapidly with distance, charges contributing to the 

potential at a selected position will tend to be few in number when screening is present. 

Weak Screening Strong Screening 

^ = Sensitive Region 

O = Non-sensitive Region 
Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the impact of screening upon the sensitivity to random 
charge fluctuations. For illustration, a cutoff radius , the so-called screening radius, is 
used to delimit the sensitive region and the non-sensitive region. The presence of stronger 
screening leads to a smaller . 
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Figure 4.4 shows schematically how screening impacts device sensitivity to charge 

location using two regions, namely a sensitive region and a non-sensitive region. For 

illustration, an abrupt change in screening at the distance p = (the so-called screening 

or cutoff radius) is shown in Figure 4.4 to signify that the potential at the observation 

(middle) point from any charge located outside the sensitive region where the screening is 

completely effective will vanish. According to [14], [22], better screening results from a 

reduction in gate oxide thickness t and channel depletion width w, resulting in a smaller 

P5. and thus a smaller sensitive region. Because differences in charge arrangement out

side the sensitive region do not cause differences in potential, as reduces, potentials 

from different charge arrangements become more alike. 
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Figure 4.5: Impact of varying gate oxide thickness t upon (a) the mean (b) the 
standard deviation a, (c) CT la{t = 2nm) due to 3-D charge location and number variations 
(symbol) or 1-D charge number variations (lines), and (d) the normalized deviation a/|i 
of surface potential in a device with w = 10 nm, L= 1V= 50 nm, subject to variations in 
charge location and/or charge number. Ng = average area density of surface charge, w = 
channel depletion width. L = channel length. W = channel width. 

With the average plane concentration of surface dopants as a parameter, Figure 4.5 

examines how the statistics of surface potential, collected from a sample of 7 x 10"^ real

i z a t i o n s ,  v a r y  w i t h  t h e  g a t e  o x i d e  t h i c k n e s s  t i n  a  d e v i c e  w i t h  a  c h a n n e l  d e p l e t i o n  w i d t h  w  

of 10 nm. The device is subject to variations in number v of charges as well as their 

placement over the surface plane of N sites. The likelihood of realizing v charges is 

approximated here by a Poisson distribution with parameter v (= > 0). That is. 

P{v) = ^e-\ v = 0,l,2,3. (4.4) 
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Due to charge placement and number variations, the potential has a discrete probability 

distribution with mean ^ and variance cr given respectively by (4.11) and (4.16) in Sec

tion 4.4. For a given w, Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(b) show that via gate electrode 

screening, the mean |j, and the standard deviation a of surface potential both drop with 

reducing t. However, the t dependence of CT is somewhat less linear than that of jj,. 

Figure 4.5(c) examines how the t dependence of CT compares with (4.2) and with a 1-

D solution given by 

Cox + Jiw 
(4.5) 

with (= Zox^t) the oxide capacitance/cm , Q,- (= e^,/w) the silicon capacitance/ 

cm^. Similar to in (4.2), the standard deviation a of surface potential in (4.5) is 

derived from a 1-D Green's function (see Section 4.5), and thus treats only charge num

ber variations. Note (4.5) includes the same and \/jLW dependences as (4.2), with 

a prefactor different than (4.2). This difference arises because the threshold voltage Vj-

compensates the image charge produced in the bulk by the surface charge, while the sur

face potential (j) does not. In Figure 4.5(c), a on each curve is normalized by (j(t = 2 nm) 

of the respective curve. Figure 4.5(c) shows that the fiinctional dependence on t from our 

3-D^ treatment (sjonbol) of charge location and number variations disagrees with the 1-D 

result (solid line) from (4.5) due only to charge number variations. Note that at t = 2 nm. 

3. The potential and the placement of discrete charges are treated exactly in 3-D, although variations in charge 
location are introduced over a 2-D plane of sites. 
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1 2  ?  L= W = 50 nm and = 10 /cm , a by 3-D charge location and number variations is 

about 30 times larger than that by 1-D charge number variations. In this connection, 3-D 

random charge effects may better account for a significant portion of measured not 

explained by 1-D effects based on (28) in [35].Figure 4.5(d) shows that as t is reduced, 

the cj -to-ja ratio does not drop but goes up, at a higher rate for a smaller . 

Likewise, by varying the channel depletion width w. Figure 4.6 examines how bulk 

screening influences the statistics of surface potential for the device of Figure 4.5 with a 

gate oxide thickness ^ of 1.6 nm. Figure 4.6(b) shows that the effect of screening on the 

standard deviation CT of surface potential by bulk image charges is less pronounced than 

by gate image charges as seen in Figure 4.5(b). This behavior is due to the weaker capaci-

tive coupling of surface charges to the bulk than to the gate, i.e., w > It is 

clear that with w = (KJ,/KO^)^, the role of bulk screening will be the same as that of gate 

screening. Similar to Figure 4.5(c), Figure 4.6(c) shows that the a-to-|4, ratio increases 

with a reduction in w. 
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Figure 4.6: Impact of varying channel depletion width w upon (a) the mean )a, (b) the 
standard deviation CT , and (c) the normalized deviation o/fj, of surface potential for the 
device of Figure 4.5 with a gate oxide thickness ? of 1.6 nm. = average area density of 
surface doping. 

4.2.3 ROLE OF DEVICE AREA UPON VARIATIONS 

The probability distribution of potential is governed by two mechanisms, namely how 

the potential is produced by a given charge arrangement and how likely it is to realize this 

charge arrangement. The generation of a potential depends on the location, the number 

and the screening of charges, whereas the likelihood of a charge arrangement depends not 

only on the location and the number of charges, but also on the number N of available 

sites where the charges can reside. For a given lattice spacing, a change in device area 

translates into a change in N, affecting how charges can be distributed. For modeling pur
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poses, device area will be used as a parameter in place of N to characterize the role of N 

upon the potential distribution. 

Consider a selected number of sites in an area A and a selected number of 

charges to distribute among these sites. If N,g, and A are large enough, the results 

depend only on the site density N,g/A, and the surface charge density = ^to/A . We 

now partition the number of sites into "devices" with N contiguous sites, and explore the 

effect on statistics of varying N. To do this, we define a size L for each device. Assuming 

a definite grid (site) spacing d, each device has N = (L/d) sites, defining L in terms of 

N. Knowing that the statistics of charge distribution does not depend on the screening 

radius p^, we find the number v of charges in a device is nearly Poisson under the situa

t i o n :  i f  V ,  t h e  l i k e l i h o o d  o f  v ,  P ( v ) ,  i s  n e a r l y  a  b i n o m i a l ,  a n d  i f  »  v  a n d  « A ,  

the binomial distribution approaches a Poisson, based on (4.4) with average number in a 

— 2 device v = N^L . A consequence of (4.4) is that the smaller L becomes, the fewer the 

number of charges in a device and the more severe the variance in this number. This point 

has been recognized by work going back to Shockley [84], However, the location of these 

charges is also important to the potential. 

The potential is determined only by charges inside p^. For the schematic case of Fig

ure 4.4, two cases arise: L/2 < and L/2 > p^. In the first case, the potential distribu

tion at a given is characterized by L via v and N. For example, a reduction in L at a 

fixed Ns results in a smaller v and N and in fewer charge arrangements according to 

(4.3). However, a smaller v gives rise to a larger normalized deviation of v, CTy/^y (= 1/ 

V^), according to (4.4), counteracting the effect of fewer charge arrangements. For 
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example, the normalized deviation of v for the case of v = 1 is 10 times larger than that 

for the case of v = 100. This aspect of charge number variations becomes increasingly 

important as device size is reduced. In the second case, increasing Z at a fixed t, w and 

does not vary , and has no effect on v and N inside that govern the potential 

distribution. 

Figure 4.7 explores how varying device area L} impacts the statistics of surface poten

tial for devices (empty symbols) subject to both dopant location and dopant number vari

ations. With the dopant number v held fixed, devices (solid symbols) subject only to 

dopant location variations also are examined. As is varied on each curve in Figure 4.7, 

N^, t and w all remain fixed. Each symbol denotes a statistic (fi, a or a/|J,) obtained fi-om 

a random sample of 70,000 realizations. For a given L^, the contribution of dopant num

ber variations to each statistic is the difference in that statistic between the empty and the 

solid symbol. 

Figure 4.7(a) shows that for each curve, |j, drops noticeably with reducing L when 

devices are smaller than the underlying screening radius, which depends not on but 

on t and w. On the other hand, for devices larger than the screening radius, stays satu

rated, almost independent of L. Note a larger t and w lead to a larger screening radius and 

so a larger In addition. Figure 4.7(a) shows that the impact of dopant number varia

tions on p, is virtually zero, as a result of being averaged out. 

Figure 4.7(b) shows that the L dependence of a resembles that of |a. As devices 

become smaller, the portion of a due to dopant number variations increases and becomes 

more comparable to that contributed by dopant location variations. 
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Figure 4.7: Impact of varying device area Z-^ at a fixed , t and w upon (a) the mean (i, 
(b) the standard deviation a, (c) the portion of a caused by 3-D (symbols) or 1-D (lines) 
dopant number variations, and (d) the normalized deviation a/fx of surface potential for 
devices subject to fluctuations in dopant location and/or dopant number. Ng = average 
area density of surface doping, t = gate oxide thickness, w = channel depletion width. 
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Figure 4.7(c) further examines how the portion of CT attributed to 3-D dopant number 

variations (symbols) compares with (4.5) due to 1-D dopant number variations (lines). 

Note a in (4.5) has the same L dependence as in (4.2). It is seen in Figure 4.7(c) that 

our 3-D treatment results in a stronger functional dependence on L than the 1-D solution. 

Because )LI and CT both drop with device size, Figure 4.7(d) examines how the normal

ized deviation CT/)J, varies with device area. Figure 4.7(d) shows that as device size is 

reduced, the a-to-p. ratio remains fixed at first and then goes up quickly. For a given 

device size, the increase rate is larger for a larger t and w, while the ratio is larger for a 

smaller t and w and for a smaller Ng. 

A key implication of Figure 4.7 is that a reduction in Z at a fixed N^, t and w will not 

result in an increase in a due to statistical fluctuations in the number of dopant charges as 

well as their 3-D location unless is raised as device size is reduced. This result dis

agrees with the 1/JLW dependence of the threshold voltage variation in (4.2). The dis

crepancy comes from the fact that (4.2) is derived from a 1-D Green's function, and 

accounts for variations in surface doping density only and not in microscopic charge 

location. 

Figure 4.8 explores how the statistics of surface potential vary with the average sheet 

concentration of surface dopants for devices subject to dopant location and/or dopant 

number variations. In Figure 4.8, each curve of same symbols marks a particular year of 

p r o d u c t i o n  f o r  a  p a r t i c u l a r  t e c h n o l o g y  g e n e r a t i o n ,  w i t h  t h e  p r o j e c t e d  t a r g e t  v a l u e s  o f  L ,  t  

and w given in Table V. Each symbol on a curve marks a statistic from a random sample 

of 70,000 realizations, and has an increment of one in the average dopant number v (= 
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N^L'^). For a given N^, the difference in the statistic between the solid and empty sym

bols denotes the impact of dopant number variations on that statistic. 
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Figure 4.8: Impact of varying the gross area density Ng of surface charge on (a) the mean 
(J, (b) the standard deviation cj, (c) the portion of CT contributed by 3-D (symbols) or 1-D 
(Unes) charge number variations, and (d) the normalized deviation a/[i of surface 
potential for devices in Table V subject to variations in the location and/or the number of 
surface charges. Each curve marks a given production year for a particular technology 
generation with parametric values given in Table V. As in a device is varied, L^, t and 
w all remain fixed. = device area, t = oxide thickness, w = depletion width. 
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Figure 4.8(a) shows that for a given generation, )a increases linearly with (or v) 

as anticipated, and that the role of dopant number variations upon |j. is negligible. Figure 

4.8(a) also shows that at a given N^, |i drops with roadmap (year of production) as a 

result of the reduction of v and the better screening of dopants by the gate and bulk 

image charges through smaller t and w. 

Figure 4.8(b) shows that on each curve an increase in (or v) results in an increase 

in CT. The rate of increase in a due to an increase in tends to diminish as is raised. 

For a given N^, a falls with roadmap, a trend similar to . Figure 4.8(b) shows that the 

contribution of dopant location variations dominates that of dopant number variations. 

TABLE V: ITRS ROADMAP [83] WITH ASSUMED TRENDS IN AVERAGE 

INTERFACE CHARGE DENSITY TV,, 

2003' 2004 2005 2006 2007 2010 2013 2016 

L (nm) 45 37 32 28 25 18 13 9 
t (nm) 2.1 2 1.8 1.7 1.3 1.1 1 0.9 
NB (xlo'Vcm^) 1.5- 1.5- 1.5- 2.0- 2.5- 5.0- 9.0- 15-

2.5 2.5 2.5 4.0 5.0 9.0 18 30 
w (nm) 24-18 24- 25- 21- 19- 13- 9.7- 7.3-

18 18 14 13 9.4 6.3 4.7 
(xlO 'Vcm^) 4.4 6.5 00

 
bo

 

12 14 28 53 111 
Nil,2 (xlO'Vcm^) 4.4- 4.4- 4.4- 5.3- 6.1- 9.8- 14- 20-

6.1 6.1 6.1 8.4 9.8 14 23 32 
Ni,,i (xlo 'Vcm^) 4.4 4.6 5.1 5.4 7.1 8.3 9.2 10 

VI 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

V2 9-12 6-8 4-6 4-7 4-6 3-5 2-4 2-3 

V3 9 6 5 4 4 3 2 1 

^ Year of production for a particular technology generation. 
L = gate length, t = gate oxide thickness. Ng = gross bulk doping density, w = 
channel depletion width, v,- = average number of interface charges. 

Figure 4.8(c) compares the portion of a contributed by 3-D dopant number variations 

(symbols) with a from (4.5) due to 1-D dopant number variations (lines). At a given 
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the 3-D result is about two times larger than the 1-D solution. For a given N^, o by 

dopant number variations tends to increase with roadmap due to the larger normalized 

deviation of v from a smaller v. A key observation here is that to arrive at a larger a, a 

further technology node has to have a higher . 

Figure 4.8 indicates that fo, and a both increase together with N^. The value of CT 

would be more meaningful if the corresponding value of |j. is known. For this reason, 

Figure 4.8(d) examines how the normalized deviation (a-to-|a ratio) varies with N^. Fig

ure 4.8(d) shows that the a-to-|j, ratio increases either with reducing for a given gener

ation or with roadmap for a given . Note the contribution of dopant number variations 

to this ratio has a similar behavior. In Figure 4.8 the data for a are noisy, even with a 

sample of 70,000 realizations. To reduce the error, a larger sample size needs to be used 

at the cost of simulation time and resources. 

4.3 Impact of Device Scaling upon the Yield 

As MOSFETs shrink, controlling device short-channel effects becomes more difficult. 

To improve the situation, small MOSFETs utilize thinner gate oxides and heavier channel 

doping to reduce channel depletion widths for better short-channel immunity. However, 

as noted in Section 4.2, such structural changes will alter the impact of RDF upon the 

surface potential distribution and the yield as well. As an example, the heavier the surface 

doping, the larger the surface potential variation will be by RDF. Thus, light surface dop

ing is preferred in this regard. As another example, RDF over the channel surface is most 

influential upon the surface potential variation. This influence drops quickly as RDF 
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takes place at greater depths in the bulk. For this reason, retrograde devices with a low-

to-high vertical doping profile have been suggested for better RDF control, in addition to 

better short-channel control [82], 

In addition to RDF, MOSFETs also are subject to interface charge fluctuations. In a 

typical situation where the interface charge density is less amenable to control than the 

surface doping density, the impact of interface charge fluctuations may well dominate 

that of surface dopant fluctuations. To estimate how the yield varies with roadmap, it is 

required to know how varies with device scaling. 

To motivate the idea that the yield drops with roadmap, we introduce the following 

scenarios for which increases with device scaling. 

1. N j f  varies inversely with device area L ? .  For example, charges are introduced by 

contaminants in the sidewall spacers that do not vary with L?. As a result, the aver

age charge number, has no tendency to vary with L^. 

0 2/3 2. Nji varies proportionally with the does of dopant'cm , namely . For example, 

charges result from some mechanical or chemical action related to the dopant 

atoms and their activation. 

3. Nji varies inversely with gate oxide thickness. For example, the thinner the oxide, 

the more likely the gate impurities penetrate to the channel. 

Table V summarizes how the target value of each of the structural parameters, includ

ing gate length L, gate oxide thickness t, average channel doping density Icvc?, and 

channel depletion width w scales with the ITRS roadmap [83], along with the supposed 
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trends in average interface charge density /cm^. There iV,-, , according to the sce

nario is given by (4.6) below 

N,,,,=a/L\ N,,^ = Nr/b, N,,,, = c/t (4.6) 

where the coefficients a  =  9 ,  b  =  3  and c = 9.17x10'^ are found by setting N ^ ,  A',,2 and 

Nji^^ at Z = 45 nm to 4.4x10*' /cm^. As a result, device scaling by reducing L and t and by 

raising causes N^^ from each scenario to increase with roadmap. 

For any particular target structure in Table V, the potential at a chosen position in the 

channel will vary from one device to another due to microscopic fluctuations in the loca

tion and the number of interface charges. Here the charge number v for the scenario is 

drawn from a Poisson distribution in (4.4) with parameter v equal to v,- in Table V. These 

V charges are scattered randomly across the interfacial plane of N available sites where 

the charges can reside. As a result, the potential at a chosen observation point will possess 

a discrete probability disfribution with underlying mean |a. and variance a given by 

(4.11) and (4.16), respectively in Section 4.4. 

Given the scenarios for in (4.6), Figure 4.9 explores how the statistics of surface 

potential vary with the ITRS roadmap in Table V. In Figure 4.9 different scenarios are 

marked by different symbols, with each symbol a statistic collected from a random sam

ple of 7x10'* realizations. As shown in Section 4.2, changes in device structure influence 

the surface potential distribution in three ways: 

1. An increase in charge screening by a reduction in oxide thickness t and a reduction 

in depletion width w results in a smaller |x and a smaller cr. 
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A decrease in device area at a fixed t, w and surface doping density results in 

a smaller )a, and a smaller CT when L/2 is shorter than the screening radius . 

An increase in at a fixed L^, t and w leads to a larger |a and a larger CT . 
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Figure 4.9: Impact of technology scaling upon (a) the mean |j,, (b) the standard deviation 
a, and (c) the normalized deviation CT/|J, of surface potential for devices in Table V subject 
to variations in the number and location of interface charges. = average interface 
charge density. = average channel doping density. = device area, t - gate oxide 
thickness. 

This result applies to the case where devices are subject to interface charge fluctua

tions. Consequently, as MOSFETs are scaled according to Table V, the impact of better 

screening or smaller L? will counteract that of larger Nj,. Figure 4.9 shows that at a 

shorter L the influence of better screening together with that of smaller device area is not 

large enough to counteract the influence of higher A',, j or A',, 2 and, as a result, fo., CT and 

a/fx all increase with the roadmap for the case of or A',, 2-

Given the devices of Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10 examines how device yield varies with 

the roadmap in Table V, with the tolerance as a parameter. As given by (3.68), the 

yield refers to the proportion of devices that are likely to realize a target potential within 
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the specified tolerance A(j). For a given distribution, the larger the tolerance, the higher 

the yield will be. Figure 4.10 shows that the yield for either of the two scenarios. A',,, and 

N^^2, drops with the roadmap due to the overly increased interface charge densities. For a 

given generation, Figure 4.10 shows that the yield corresponding to the larger tolerance 

of ±2 a is higher. 
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Figure 4.10: Influence of device scaling upon the yield for the devices of Figure 4.9, with 
the tolerance Aij) as a parameter, (j) = surface potential, a = standard deviation of (j). Nn 
= average area density of interface charge. Ng = average volume density of channel 
doping. = device area, t = gate oxide thickness. 

4.4 Derivation of the Statistics of Potential caused by Random Cliarge 

Fluctuations 

In this section, the mean {o. and the variance a of potential (j) taken at an arbitrary 

observation point in a MOS device subject to fluctuations in the number v of charges and 

their 3-D arrangement are derived. Let O and N denote two joint random variables, and (j) 
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and V their corresponding realizations. By Bayes' theorem, the density function of O on 

the condition that N = v is given by [81] 

where f^(v) is the density fiinction of N, and is the joint density of O and N. 

By the total probability theorem, the density function of O can be expressed as 

= I /<D,N(<t>, v)i/v 
—00 

00 

= J /o|N(<t>|v)/N(v)i/v 

(4.8) 

Using (4.8), the mean of O, , is found to be 

|Xo = £[0] = J (|)/o((|))i/<|) 
-00 

= J <t>rf /o|N(<t>|v)/N(v)i/vlc/(|) 
—00 L —00 -I -00 I- —00 

00 r- 00 

f [J 'l>/®|N('t'|v)4' 
—00 L —00 

f £[®|v]/„(v)<;v 

(4.9) 

f ^ ( v ) d v  

with £'[0(v] the mean of O given N = v. Now let ^ represent a particular realization of 

potential, and v a particular realization of the number of charges. Because the number of 

charges and the number of sites are both discrete, the random variables O and N are of 

discrete type, and for this reason, (4.9) becomes (4.10) below 
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= ^£[<D|V]PN(V) (4.10) 

where PNC'^) denotes the likelihood of realizing v charges, and £'[0|v] as given by (3.69) 

denotes the potential averaged over all different arrangements of the v charges. Substitut

ing (3.69) into (4.10), we get 

i = 1 

M.. 

- / = 1 

^N(V) (4.11) 

where = number of charge configurations for a given charge number v, = num

ber of charge arrangements for a given configuration i, and (t)v, = potential corresponding 

to a given configuration i with v charges. Equation (4.11) is the required exact solution 

for the mean potential in the presence of statistical fluctuations in both charge number 

and charge location. 

Similarly, the variance of O, , for continuous O and N follows (4.12) below 

>o = £[(CD-^<,)1 

= I (<t> - Mo) V<i.(<t>)4 
-00 

00 r 
= J (<t>-MnJ /<D|N(<t>|v)/N(v)i/v 

—00 L —CO —00 

00 p 00 

(4.12) 

ou p oo 

= I f /j.lNrtlvK^' 
—00 L —00 

/N(v)fl?V 

For discrete <D and N, (4.12) becomes (4.13) below 
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V (|) 

^N(V) (4.13) 

For a given charge number v, there are possible charge configurations, each with a 

separate potential (j)^, , while for a given configuration i, there are t/^, arrangements of v 

charges. Therefore, 

M., 

^((t» - l^o)^ = X ̂ v/(<t'v/ Mo) (4.14) 
I = 1 

Moreover, there are a total of arrangements of v charges. Suppose each charge 

arrangement has the same likelihood of occurrence. Then the probability of realizing a 

particular potential (|) given a particular arrangement of v charges is 

1 
A/., 

Substituting (4.14) and (4.15) into (4.13), we obtain 

(4.15) 

2 ^1 
CTo - X 

! =  1  

M,. 

i= 1 

^N(V) (4.16) 

Equation (4.16) is the required exact solution for the variance of potential attributed 

to statistical fluctuations in the number of charges and their arrangement. It will be shown 
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in the following Section that as devices on a chip (or circuit) are shrunk, the underlying 

probability of finding v charges in any particular device on that chip is well approximated 

by a Poisson distribution. 

4.5 Statistics of Potential based on a One-Dimensional Green's Function 

Suppose a sheet of continuum dopant charge with concentration /cm^ is placed in 

the channel depletion region at a distance Z from the interfacial plane between the oxide 

and the channel as shown in Figure 4.11. 

z = 0 
Oxide 

Interfacial plane 
continuum charge 
z - w  

Sheet o: Silicon 

Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of a MOS model device with a sheet of continuum 
dopant charge. The device consisting of an oxide and a silicon layer is bounded between a 
top and a bottom conducting plane of infinite dimension. 

The objective of this Section is to examine how the surface potential (|) at z = 0, gen

erated by the sheet of continuum dopant charge located at z = Z, fluctuates in response to 

statistical variations in the average area doping concentration N^. 
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4.5.1 POTENTIAL GENERATED BY THE SHEET OF CONTINUUM CHARGE 

The potential (|) at any plane of observation (z = constant) produced by a sheet of con

tinuum dopant charge placed at z = Z in the channel depletion region satisfies the one-

dimensional (1-D) Poisson's equation, 

^ = — N s d ( z - Z )  
dz^ K,,8o 

(4.17) 

subject to the interfacial conditions, 

Kz = 0 ) = (t)(z = 0 ) (4.18) 

K, 
" d z  

K, 
' d z  

z - 0 z = 0 

(4.19) 

the boundary condition. 

(|)(z = - t )  =  (t)(z = w) = 0 (4.20) 

the continuity in <j) at z = Z, 

(t)(z = Z ) = (t)(z = Z ) (4.21) 

and the discontinuity in the normal component of the field at z = Z, 

dz , dz 
z = Z 

_ 

z = Z 

(4.22) 
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with K^,, the dielectric constants of the two materials. This potential (j), which is sub

ject to the above boundary conditions and satisfies 1-D Laplace's equation almost every

where, can be expressed in the form 

<t> 

A ( t  +  z )  for - t < z < 0  

Bz + C for 0 < z < Z 

D ( w  - z )  f o r  Z < z  < w  

(4.23) 

where the coefficients A, B, C and D are determined by substituting (j) into the above 

equations to meet the interfacial, continuity, and discontinuity conditions. That is. 

At = C 

B Z + C  =  D { w - Z )  

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

D - B  =  (4.27) 

Solving the four equations for the four unknowns, A ,  B , C  and D ,  

1 o
 

7
 

o
 

1 

A 0  
0  0  B 0  

0  Z  1  Z - w  C 0  
0  1 0  1  P _qNs/ 

(4.28) 

we get 
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where 

A 
^  q N s i w - Z )  

(4.29) 

B = qNsjw - Z) 

^si ^0 ^ 
(4.30) 

^  ̂  q N s j w  -  Z )  t  
(4.31) 

qNs 

D 

— t + Z 
K^-OX y 

K./ Go A 
(4.32) 

K.,-
A = w H t 

K^v 

(4.33) 

The potential (|) is then found to be 

q N s { w - Z ) { t  +  z )  

^ox Go A 

qNsiw - Z) 

f  \  
^si —  t  +  Z  

/ 

^si ^0 A 

q N s ( w - z )  
C  \  

K,,-
—  t  +  Z  

V^ox y 

for -? < z < 0 

for 0 < z < Z 

for Z < z < w 

(4.34) 
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For the case where the sheet of continuum dopant charge is placed at the channel surface 

(Z = 0), (j) reduces to (4.35) below 

+ z) 

^ox So ^ 

qN^w — 1  +  z  

K./SqA 

q N s t ( w - z )  

for - t  < z  < 0  

for 0 < z < Z 

f o r  Z < z < w  

(4.35) 

Generated by a sheet of continuum dopant charge placed at the channel surface (Z = 0), 

the required surface potential (t)^ = (j) (z = 0) is found to be 

qN^wt 

^ o x ^ O ^  

q N s t  qNs 

f  • ,  
Ko;ceoU + 

(4.36) 

with (= the oxide capacitance, C^, (= K^,-8o/W) the silicon capacitance. 

Using (4.35), the normal component of the field in the depletion layer, induced by the 

charge sheet, is found to be 

F j ^ ( 0  < z  < w )  _  ̂  
d z  

_  q N s t  _ qNs 

2 = 0 
K o xE qA w(Co^ + Q) 

(4.37) 

Note this field is constant and has a magnitude equal to (t)^/^. 
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Now, to the first order, the standard deviation of (l)^, can be expressed in terms 

of the standard deviation of N^, and the standard deviation of w, assuming 

and w are the only sources of variation. That is. 

Oa = ^ — (4.38) 
Ns w(C„+C„.) 

where any parameter with an overscore denotes its mean value. In (4.38), the area charge 

density is equal to the number of charges v found in the charge sheet divided by the 

area of the sheet LW, that is. 

Ns= — (4.39) 
^ LW ^ ^ 

where v follows a Poisson distribution with parameter v, as given by (4.4). For the Pois-

son distribution, the parameter v is not only the mean of v but also the variance of v, 

and so the standard deviation is given by 

= — (4.40) 
iw ^ ^ 

Introduction of the charge sheet at the channel surface induces new image charge in 

the plane of the depletion edge. This new image charge is produced by shifting the deple

tion layer edge just enough to expose enough new dopant ions to equal the required 

image charge. This depletion edge charge contributes to null of the field Fj^ at the deple

tion edge according to Gauss' law, that is. 
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a ^ NsCsi (4.41) W 
INB Afj(C„ + C„) 

with Ng the volume doping density in the depletion region. Substituting (4.36), (4.40) 

and (4.41) into (4.38), the required standard deviation of surface potential is found to be 

The first term on the right side of (4.42) has the same and \ /  J L W  dependences 

as (4.2) and (28) fi-om [35], but has a more accurate prefactor than (4.2) and (28) in [35]. 

This prefactor q/{Cg^ + Q,) in (4.42) better reflects the effect of screening by the image 

charge in the gate and in the substrate than (4.2) and (28) in [35]. The second term on the 

right side of (4.42) could be small compared to the first term, although it has a larger 

dependence on than the first term. Nevertheless, (4.42) resulting fi-om a 1-D analysis 

does not capture the result of a 3-D analysis discussed in Section 4.3. The 3-D analysis is 

considered to be more realistic about what is actually happening in a real device where 

random dopant fluctuations include not only the charge number variation but also varia

tions in the arrangement of the discrete charges. 

q{NsC,i) (4.42) 
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5 Conclusions 

A variety of closely spaced arrays of nominally identical devices were manufactured 

with various geometries to assess the influences of both macroscopic and microscopic 

variations upon device performance fluctuations. The basic idea of our approach is that it 

does not deal with microscopic effects directly, but does extract them as a whole from 

measured data. Such filtering was achieved by removing all the macroscopic contribu

tions such as length, width, etc. from measured variations. 

Our method for determining the statistical distributions of L and W is based on mea

surements of physically proximate devices where gross process variations should be simi

lar, although their effect on a device would be geometry dependent. For example, there 

are comer influences where the source and drain meet the isolation edges, so a mixture of 

both isolation and junction processes occur. Such a dependence was incorporated in our 

model using the cross terms such as C. Moreover, structural variations in the vertical 

dimension such as oxide thickness, junction depth, etc. exist and were lumped into the 

baseline B variation that is present in all geometrically different devices. As a result, the 

excess variance Oy^(0) as contributed by any variations other than the macroscopic 

sources represents microscopic contributions. 

It is shown that even for devices fabricated in close physical proximity to each other, 

the contribution of geometrical variations cannot be neglected. Any attempt to extract the 

contributions to fluctuations due to microscopic effects must correct for these macro

scopic background variations. Our statistical model does project that sources other than 
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geometric variations will tend to dominate as device geometry is shrunk. Our analysis of 

our data also suggests that some surprises may be revealed when the background varia

tions are removed. 

Among microscopic contributions those caused by charge location and charge number 

variations are referred to here as RDF. With an atomic scale, RDF is amenable to control 

only by radical and expensive changes in manufacturing technology. Prior to undertaking 

such changes, it is prudent to examine whether RDF really is the problem the customary 

Poisson analysis of 1-D variations predicts and, if so, to see what can be done to control 

RDF simply by changing the device structure. 

Using an exact treatment of a simplified model for interface charge, it is shown that 

charge location affects not only the potential calculated for a microscopic interface charge 

distribution, but is a dominant influence on statistics, particularly the mean and the vari

ance of the potential. For this reason, the earlier 1-D analytic work that treats charge num

ber variations only, while ignoring charge location variations, erroneously underestimates 

the effects of RDF. It is also shown that existing numerical approaches to the statistics are 

seriously in error due to numerical approximations related to charge lumping on numeri

cal grids. Much more detail must be included in a numerical approach, or a combined 

analytic and numerical approach is need. 

For a given gate oxide thickness t, channel depletion width w, and average area den

sity Ns of surface doping, it is shown that the overall a attributed to both the charge loca

tion and charge number variations drops with reducing the area of a square device 

when the device radius L/2, the radius of the inscribed circle inside the square area of 
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the chip, is smaller than a cutoff radius , the so-called screening radius, which scales 

with t and w. On the other hand, when L/2 > p^, a remains almost constant as 1? is 

increased. Because a tends to reduce with reducing L, t, w and N^, a larger value of a 

could result only when the increase of is at a rate higher than that of the reduction of 

L, t and w. Moreover, the closer the plane of RDF to the chaimel surface, the greater its 

influence on the surface potential variation. Such an influence diminishes rapidly as RDF 

is introduced at greater depths in the bulk. The implications of this result are that retro

grade or epitaxial layers with a low surface doping concentration could improve RDF 

control, in addition to short-channel control [73]. 

In characterizing the effects of RDF, variations in surface potential rather than thresh

old voltage were examined because threshold voltage is not clear-cut. Mobility plays a 

part in determining threshold voltage, so variations in mobility over the channel region 

could themselves be a problem on top of RDF. However, at short channel lengths the 

channel resistance is low, so it is a good approximation that the current is limited not by 

channel transport, but by barrier-limited emission into the channel from the source. That 

is, the potential in this control region determines the current. Some other limitations of 

this work include, for example, the exclusion of electrode screening such as source and 

drain, the exclusion of nonplanar depletion edge due to nonlinear screening at long wave

lengths, and the omission of some possible geometries, such as halo, FinFet, trigate, or 

fully depleted multigate MOSFETs. 
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Appendix A 3-D Green's Function in a MOS Model Device 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MA TLAB 6.1.0 Potential G of a point charge calculated by method of residues 
% The point charge is placed in a MOS model device consisting of 
% an oxide layer and a depletion layer that are bounded between 
% two conducting plates, a poly gate and a silicon substrate. 
% 
% residue 
% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23. 2004 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear; 
% close all; 
tic; 
warning off; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
a = 5.43e-4; % lattice constant (in um) 
Z = inputCpoint charge location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = '); 
z = input ('observation point location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = '); 
t = inputfoxide thickness (in nm) = '); 
w = input('depletion layer width (in nm) = '); 
% flag = input ('plot the charge distribution? (answer y or n) ' 's'); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
esi = 11.7* 8.854e-18; 
eox = 3.9 * 8.854e-18; 
q = 1.602e-19; 
Z=(le-3 *Z/a); 
z = (le-3 *z/a); 
t = (le-3 * t/a); 
w = (le-3 *w/a); 

NO = 20; % maximum number of iterations in Newton's method 
Tol = Ie-12; % tolerance below which Newton's method converges 

r = 10; 
A = t/r; 
B = w/r; 

C = (w-Z)/r; 
D = (t+z)/r; 
E = z/r; 
F = (w-z)/r; 
G = Z/r; 

% X and y below are the real and imaginary axes in the complex plane 
nj) = 800; % number of poles included in calculation 
yO = (l:n _p) * pi / (A +B); % initial guess for each y associated with each pole 
it = 0; % iteration count 
while it <= NO 

% Newton's iterative method for finding poles 
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yl =yO - (esi*sin(A *yO). *cos(B*yO)+eox*sin(B*yO). *cos(A *yO))./(esi*(cos(A*yO)... 
*A. *cos(B *yO)-sin(A *yO). *sin(B*yO) *B) +eox*(cos(B*yO) *B. *cos(A *yO)-sin(B *yO). *sin(A *yO) *A)): 

ifisempty(fmd((yl-yO) >= Tol)) 

break; 
end 
it = it + I; 
yO=yl; 

end 
k =j *yl; % pole locations obtained 
if (z <= 0 & z >= -t) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case -t <= z <= 0 
Res = besselh(0,l,k).*sinh(C*k).*sinh(D*k)./(esi*(cosh(A*k)*A.*cosh(B*k)... 
+sinh (A *k). *sinh (B *k) *B) +eox*(cosh(B *k) *B. *cosh(A *k) +sinh(B *k). *sinh (A *k) *A)); 

g = q *j / (2*r*a) * sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= Z & z > 0) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case 0 < z < = Z 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(C*k). *(esi*sinh(A *k). *cosh(E*k)+eox*sinh(E*k). *cosh(A... 
*k))./(esi*(cosh(A*k)*A.*cosh(B*k)+sinh(A*k).*sinh(B*k)*B)+eox*(cosh(B*k)... 
*B. *cosh(A *k) +sinh(B*k). *sinh(A *k) *A)); 

g = q *j/(2*esi*r*a) * sum(Res); 
elseif (z <=w &z> Z) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case Z <z <= w 
Res = besselh(0,I,k).*sinh(F*k).*(esi*sinh(A*k).*cosh(G*k)+eox*sinh(G*k).*cosh(A... 
*k))./(esi*(cosh(A*k)*A.*cosh(B*k)+sinh(A*k).*sinh(B*k)*B)+eox*(cosh(B*k)... 
*B. *cosh(A *k) +sinh(B *k). *sinh(A *k) *A)); 

g = q *j / (2*esi*r*a) * sum(Res); 
end 
g 
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Appendix B 3-D Green's Function in a Homogeneous Material 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Potential G of a point charge calculated by method of images 
% The point charge is placed in a homogeneous material bounded 
% between two conducting plates. 
% 
% summation 

% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23, 2004 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear; 
%close all; 
tic; 
warning off; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
a = 5.43e-4; % lattice constant (in um) 
Z = inputCpoint charge location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = '); 
z = input('observation point location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = '); 
w = input('depletion layer width (in nm) = '); 
% flag = inputCplot the charge distribution? (answer y or n) 's'); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

esi = 11.7 *8.854e-18; 
q = 1.602e-19; 

Z = (le-3*Z/a); 
z = (le-3*z/a); 
w = (le-3*w/a); 

X = .5; 
Y = 0; 
X = 0; 

y - 0 ;  

m=10000; 

g(l) = l/sqrt((x-X)'^2+(y-Y)''2+(z-Z)'^2)-l/sqrt((x-X)''2+(y-Y)^2+(z+Z)'^2); 
for n = l:m 

gO_n = l/sqrt((x-JQ^2+(y-Y)'^2+(z-Z-2*n*w)^2); 
gi_n = l/sqrt((x-X)^2+(y-Y)'^2+(z+Z-2*n*w)'^2); 
gO_p = l/sqrt((x-X)^2+(y-Y)^2+(z-Z+2*n*w)^2); 
gi_p = l/sqrt((x-X)'^2+(y-Y)'^2+(z+Z+2*n*w)'^2); 
g(n+l) = gO_n - gi_n + gO_p - gij) ; 

end 
G = sum(g) *q/(4*pi*esi*a) 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Potential G of a point charge calculated by method of residues 
% The point charge is placed in a homogeneous material bounded 
% between two conducting plates. 
% residue 
% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23, 2004 

% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear; 
tic; 
warning off; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
a = 5.43e-4; % lattice constant (in um) 
Z = inputCpoint charge location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = '); 
z = inputfobservation point location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = '); 
w = inputfdepletion layer width (in nm) = '); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

esi = 11.7 *8.854e-I8; 
q = 1.602e-19; 

Z = (le-3*Z/a); 
z = (le-3*z/a); 
w = (}e-3*w/a); 

X = .5; 
Y = 0; 
X = 0; 
y = 0; 

r = sqrt((x-X)'^2 + (y-Y)'^2); 

A = w/r; 

B = (w-Z)/r; 
C = z/r; 
D = (w-z)/r; 
E = Z/r; 

X = 0; 

n = 800; % number of poles included in calculation 
y  =  ( l : n )  *  p i /  A ;  
k = X + j * y; % pole locations in the upper half-plane excluding the origin 
if (z <= Z) 

Res = besselh(0,l,k).*sinh(B*k).*sinh(C*k)./(cosh(A*k)*A); 
% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case z <= Z 
else 

Res = besselh(0,l,k).*sinh(D*k).*sinh(E*k)./(cosh(A*k)*A); 
% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case z> Z 
end 
G = q *j / (2*esi*r*a) * sum(Res) 
toe 
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Appendix C Exact Probability Distribution of Potential Caused by 

Random Charge Arrangements 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Potential G of a point charge calculated by method of residues 
% The point charge is placed in a homogeneous material bounded 
% between two conducting plates. 
% residue 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Constructs the probability distribution ofpotential measured at an 
% observation point, due to random placements of point charges among a single 
% plane of charge sites in a MOS model device filled by a silicon and an oxide 
% and bounded between two metal planes. The potential produced by 
% a point charge is a Green's function that is calculated by residue theorem. 
% Superposition is applied to compute the potential produced by a set of point 
% charges. Adjacent rings of charge sites corresponding to a similar potential 
% at the observation point can be combined to form a larger ring of sites to 
% simplify extraction of statistical behavior The potential and 
% the statistics are both treated exactly within the model. 
% 
% distribution 
% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23. 2004 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear; 
% close all; 
tic; 
warning off; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Nf= input('average area density of interface charge (l/cm'^2) = '); 
m = input('length/width dimension (in nm) of the device = '); 
t = input('oxide thickness (in nm) = '); 
w = input('depletion layer width (in nm) = '); 
a = inputCgrid spacing of point charges (in nm) = '); 
status = input('status (= either 1 or 0; 1 (0) means adjacent rings are (not) combined) = '); 
%nb = inputfnumber of bins used to construct a histogram = '); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

T = 4 ;  

esi = 11.7 * 8.854e-14; % in F/cm 
eox = 3.9 * 8.854e-14; % in F/cm 
q = 1.602e-19; % in C 
d = 0; % point charges placed over the interfacial plane 
z = 0; % observation plane (or traps) located at the interface 
urO = sqrt(2) * (m / a/ 2); % number of rings having grid points on the x- or y-axis. 
ur = ceil(m / a/ 2); % number of rings having grid points on the x- or y-axis. 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% determine the number ofgrid points available on each ring on the interfacial plane 
% r_xy is a vector, whose elements represent the radii of the available rings ofgrid points 
% n_xy is a vector, whose elements represent the number ofgrid points on these rings 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i = 1: 

forx = l:ur 
fory = l:ur 

r_xy(i) = sqrt(x^2 + y^2); 
i = i + 1; 

end 
end 
r_xy(ur*ur+l :ur*ur+ur) = l:ur; 

r_xy(find(r_xy > urO)) = []; 
r_xy = sort(r_xy) * a; % radius of each available ring of grid points (in nm) 
n_xy = ones(] ,size(r_xy,2))*4; % number of grid points on each corresponding ring 

i = 2; 

while size(r_xy,2) >= i 
if r-xy(i) == r_xy(i-l) 

r_xy(i) = 0; 
n_xy(i-l) = n_xy(i-l) + n_xy(i); 
n_xy(i) = []: 

else 
i = i + I; 

end 
end 
kn = size(n_xy,2); % total number of rings available on the interfacial plane in the device 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% evaluate Green's function using residue theorem 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
NO = 20; % maximum number of iterations allowed in Newton's method 
Tol = le-12; % tolerance below which Newton's method is set to converge 
for i = I:kn 

r = r_xy(i); % separation between the trap and point charges on a particular ring 
A = t / r ;  
B  =  w / r ;  

C = (w-d) / r; 
D = (t+z)/r; 
E = z / r ;  

F = (w-z)/r; 
G = d / r :  

"/o X and y below represent the x- and y-axis (real and imaginary part) in the complex plane 
n_p = 800; % number of poles used in calculation 
yO = (l:n_p) * pi / (A+B); % initial guesses for they coordinates of the poles 
it = 0; % iteration count 
while it <= NO 

% Newton's iterative method for finding poles 
yl =yO- (esi*sin(A*yO).*cos(B*yO)+eox*sin(B*yO).*cos(A*... 

yO))./(esi*(cos(A *yO)*A. *cos(B''yO)-sin(A *yO). *sin(B*yO)*B)+eox... 
*(cos(B *yO) *B. *cos(A *yO)-sin(B *yO). *sin(A *yO) *A)); 
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ifisempty(find((yl-yO) >= Tol)) 
break: 

end 
it = it + 1; 
y O = y l ;  

end 
k = j  * y l ;  %  p o l e  l o c a t i o n s  o b t a i n e d  
if (z <= 0 & z >= -t) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case -t <= z <= 0 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(C*k). *sinh(D*k)./(esi*(cosh(A *k)... 

*A. *cosh(B*k)+sinh(A *k). *sinh(B*k) *B)+eox*(cosh(B*k)*B. *cosh(A *k)... 
+sinh(B*k). *sinh(A *k) *AJJ; 

g-r_xyO(i) = q *j/ (2*le-7*r) *sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= d &z> 0) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case 0 < z <= d 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(C*k). *(esi*sinh(A *k). *cosh(E*k)+eox*sinh(E*k). *cosh(A... 

*k))./(esi*(cosh(A *k)*A. *cosh(B*k)+sinh(A *k). *sinh(B*k)*B)+eox*(cosh(B*k)... 
*B. *cosh(A*k)+sinh(B*k). *sinh(A*k)*A)); 

g_r_xyO(i) = q*j / (2*esi*le-7*r) * sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= w & z > d) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case d <z <=w 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(F*k). *(esi*sinh(A *k). *cosh(G*k)+eox*sinh(G*k). *cosh(A... 

*k))./(esi *(cosh(A *k) *A. *cosh(B *k) +sinh(A *k). *sinh (B *k) *B) +eox... 
*(cosh(B*k)*B. *cosh(A*k)+sinh(B*k). *sinh(A*k)*A)); 

g-r_xyO(i) = q *j/ (2*esi*le-7*r) * sum(Res); 
end 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% combine adjacent rings ofgrid points contributing to a similar potential at the trap 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
g-r_xy = g_r_xyO; 

if status == 1 % combine adjacent rings if status equals one 
g_r_xy = round(g_r_xy0*100)/100; 
i = 2; 

while size(g_r_xy,2) >= i 
ifg-r-xy(i) == g_r_xy(i-1) 

g-r-xy(i) = [J; 
n_xy(i-l) - n-Xy(i-I) + n_xy(i); 
n_xy(i) = []: 

else 
i = i + 1; 

end 
end 

end 
kn = size(n_xy,2); 
% total number of rings on the interfacial plane after the combination of smaller rings 
N = sum(n_xy); 

% total number ofgrid points available on the interfacial plane excluding the trap site 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% place T charges into k rings of various numbers ofgrid points and determine all 
% possible, distinguishable configurations of the numbers of charges placed on rings 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%T0 = (m*le-7)^2 * Nf/o total number of point charges at a given area density Nf/cm2 
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%T=mund(TO) 

C = zeros(nchoosek(T+kn-l,T),kn); 

%C is a matrix, whose rows are configurations of the numbers of charges placed on rings 
% the number of rows in C is equal to the number of configurations, each of which represents the % numbers of 
charges on corresponding rings, and the number of columns in C is equal to the 
% number of rings, with the first column the smallest ring, that is, a ring ofgrid points 
% closest to the trap 
C = basketball(T,kn); 
for i = l:kn 

% remove any configuration with the number of charges on a particular ring larger than that 
% of grid points available on that ring 

C(find(C(:,i)>n_xy(i)),:)=n; 

end 

poten = C*g_r_xy'; 

% poten is a vector of potentials at the trap due to the various charge configurations 

for j = l:size(C,l); 
A  = 1 ;  

for i = I:kn 
A = A*nchoosek(n_xy(i),C(j,i)); 

end 
np(j) = A; 

%o np is a vector of the numbers ofpermutations the corresponding configurations can have 
% for example, there are 5!/(2!*3!) ways to place 2 charges into a ring of 5 grid points 
end 
%plot(poten,np/sum(np),'); % plot the frequency of occurrence of each potential 

P = np/sum(np); poten = poten'; 
%stem(poten,P); axis square; 
%figure; 
nb = 10; 

bs = (max(poten)-min(poten))/nb; % the size of each bin 
%nbO = (max(poten)-min(poten))/0.01 
prob(I) = 0; 

prob(2) = sum(np(find((min(poten) <=poten) & (poten < min(poten)+bs)))) /sum(np); 
for i = 2:nb 

i f i ~ =  n b  

prob(i+I) = sum(np(find((min(poten)+(i-l)*bs <poten) & (poten <= min(poten)+i... 
*bs)))) / sum(np); 

else 
prob(i+l) = sum(np(find(min(poten)+(i-l)*bs <poten))) /sum(np); 

end 
end 
prob(nb+2) = 0; 

Pbar(2:nb+2) = min(poten)+(0:nb)*bs; %a vector of bin boundaries 
%figure; 
stairs (Pbar,prob/sum(prob)); % plot the frequency of the occurrence of each potential bin 
%axis square; 
mean_ = sum(np. *poten)/sum(np); 
std_ = sqrt(l/(sum(np)-l)*sum(((poten-mean _J.'^2).*np)); 

[poten,!] = sort(poten); 
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np = np(I); 

Y = sum(np(flnd((poten < mean_+2*stdJ & (poten > mean_-2*stdJ)))/sum(np)*IOO 
rho_s = (eox+esi)/(eox/(t*}e-7) + esi/(w*le-7) + q*leI3) * Ie7 
mean_ = mean_*1000 
std_ = std_*IOOO 
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Appendix D Statistical Distribution of Potential by Monte Carlo 

Method 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Constructs the statistical distribution of potential measured at an 
% observation point due to random fluctuations in the number and the arrangement 
% ofpoint charges among a single plane of charge sites in a MOS model device 
% filled by a silicon and an oxide and bounded between two metal planes. 
% Potential produced by a point charge is a Green's function that is calculated 
% by residue theorem. Superposition is applied to compute the potential produced 
% by a set ofpoint charges. Adjacent rings of charge sites corresponding to a 
% similar potential at the observation point can be combined to form a larger 
% ring of sites to simplify extraction of statistical behavior. The distribution 
% function of potential is obtained by the Monte Carlo method based on the 
% treatment of a sample of realizations. 
% 
% ensemble 

% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23, 2004 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
function [mean_, std_, Y_I, Y_2] = ensemble](TO,m,t,w,a,M,n,cn,status) 
%clear; 
% close all; 
tic; 
warning off; 
rand('state',0); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Nf= input('average area density of interface charge (l/cm'^2) = '); 
%T0 = input ('average number of charges = '); 
%m = input('length/width dimension (in nm) of the device = '); 
%t = input('oxide thickness (in nm) = '); 
%w = input('depletion layer width (in nm) = '); 
"/oa = inputCgrid spacing of point charges (in nm) = '); 
%M = inputfnumber of random realizations per ensemble = '); 
"/on = input('number of random ensembles = '); 
%status = inputfstatus (= either 1 or 0; I (0) means it is (not) allowed to have more than one %charge per site) = '); 
%nb = input('number of bins used to construct a histogram = '); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%T0 = 4; 

esi = 11.7 * 8.854e-14; % in F/cm 
eox = 3.9 * 8.854e-14; % in F/cm 
q = 1.602e-19; % in C 
d = 0; % point charges placed over the interfacial plane 
z = 0; % observation plane (or traps) located at the interface 
urO = sqrt(2) * (m/a/ 2); % number of rings having grid points on the x- ory-axis. 
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ur = ceil(m /a/ 2); % number of rings having grid points on the x- ory-axis. 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% determine the number ofgrid points available on each ring on the interfacial plane 
% r_xy is a vector, whose elements represent the radii of the available rings ofgrid points 
% n_xy is a vector, whose elements represent the number of grid points on these rings 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i = I; 

for X = I:ur 
fory = l:ur 

r_xyO(i) = sqrt(x^2 + y^2); 
i = i + 1; 

end 
end 
r_xyO(ur*ur+l :ur*ur+ur) = l:ur; 

r_xyO(find(r_xyO > urO)) = Q; 
r_xyO = sort(r_xyO) * a; % radius of each available ring ofgrid points (in nm) 
n_xy = ones(J ,size(r_xy0,2))*4; % number of grid points on each corresponding ring 

i = 2; 

while size(r_xy0,2) >= i 
if r_xyO(i) == r_xyO(i-l) 

r_xyO(i) = 0: 
n_xy(i-l) = n_xy(i-l) + n_xy(i); 
n^xy(i) = []: 

else 
i = i + 1; 

end 
end 
kn = size(n_xy,2); % total number of rings available on the interfacial plane in the device 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% evaluate Green's function using residue theorem 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
NO = 20; % maximum number of iterations allowed in Newton's method 
Tol = Ie-12; % tolerance below which Newton's method is set to converge 
for i = I:kn 

r = r_xyO(i); % separation between the trap and point charges on a particular ring 
A  =  t / r ;  
B = w / r ;  

C = (w-d) / r; 
D = (t+z)/r; 
E = z / r ;  

F = (w-z)/r; 
G = d / r ;  

% X and y below represent the x- and y-axis (real and imaginary part) in the complex plane 
n_p = 800; % number of poles used in calculation 
yO = (l:n _p) * pi / (A+B); % initial guesses for they coordinates of the poles 
it = 0; % iteration count 
while it <= NO 

% Newton's iterative method for finding poles 
yl = yO - (esi*sin(A*yO).*cos(B*yO)+eox*sin(B*yO).*cos(A*yO))./... 

(esi *(cos(A *yO) *A. *cos(B *yO)-sin(A *yO). *sin(B *yO) *B) +eox *(cos(B *yO)... 
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*B. *cos(A *yO)-sin(B *yO). *sin(A *yO) *A)); 
ifisempty(find((yl-yO) >= Tol)) 

break; 
end 
it = it + 1; 
y 0 = y l ;  

end 
k = j  * y l ;  %  p o l e  l o c a t i o n s  o b t a i n e d  
if (z <= 0 & z >- -t) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case -t <= z <~ 0 
Res = besselh(0,l,k).*sinh(C*k).*sinh(D*k)./(esi*(cosh(A*k)... 
*A. *cosh(B*k)+sinh(A *k). *sinh(B*k) *B)+eox*(cosh(B*k) *B. *cosh(A *k)... 
+sinh(B*k). *sinh(A *k) *A)); 

g-r'_xyO(i) =q *j/(2*le-7*r) *sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= d&z> 0) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case 0 <z <= d 
Res = besselh(0,I,k).*sinh(C*k).*(esi*sinh(A*k).*cosh(E*k)+eox*sinh(E*k).*cosh(A... 

*k))./(esi*(cosh(A *k)*A. *cosh(B*k)+sinh(A*k). *sinh(B*k)*B)+eox... 
*(cosh(B*k)*B. *cosh(A*k)+sinh(B*k). *sinh(A*k)*A)); 

g_r_xyO(i) =q *j/(2*esi*le-7*r) * sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= w &z> d) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case d <z <=w 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(F*k). *(esi*sinh(A*k). *cosh(G*k)+eox*sinh(G*k). *cosh(A 

*k))./(esi*(cosh(A*k)*A.*cosh(B*k)+sinh(A*k).*sinh(B*k)*B)+eox*(cosh(B*k)... 
*B. *cosh(A *k)+sinh(B*k). *sinh(A *k) *A)); 

g_r_xyO(i) =q *j/(2*esi*Ie-7*r) *sum(Res); 
end 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% for each realization ofT charges, generate T random charge positions across the Z=d plane 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for h = l:n 

= 1; 

while i_M <= M 
if cn == 0 

T(i_M+(h-l)*M) = poissrnd(TO); 
elseif cn == I 

T(i_M+(h-l)*M) = TO; 

end 
ifT(i_M+(h-l)*M) == 0 

poten(i_M+(h-])*M) = 0; 
i_M = i_M+ I; 

else 
P_ob = 0; 
while P_ob == 0 

P = round(rand(T(i_M+(h-])*M),2)*(m/a+l))*a; % random location ofT charges 
% by rounding, frequency of occurance of integer "0" is half that of other integers 

P(P == (m/a+l)*a) = 0; 

% make the frequency of occurance of each integer the same 

if status == 0; 
s_ = size(P,l); 
i_s = 1; 
while i_s <= 
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% ensure a random position occurs only once and so contains only one charge 
I =find((P(i_s,l) == P(:.I)) & (P(i_s,2) == P(:,2))); 

% find any random position occurring more than once 
I = I(find(I ~= i_s)); 

% charges corresponding to the same position 
if~isempty(I) 

P = 0; 

%o remove this particular realization (or charge arrangement) having charges at the same position 
break 

end 
i_s = i_s + I; 

end 
end 

% remove any realization having any charge located at the observation point where potential 
% is taken 

if~isempty(P) == 1 

X = P(:,l); % point charge X-location 
Y = P(:,2); % point charge Y-location 
explode = find(X==m/2 & X==Y); 

if isempty(explode) == I 
r_xy = sqrt((X-m/2)^2+fY-m/2)^2)'; 
poten_tmp = 0; 
forj = l:T(i_M+(h-l)*M) 

poten_tmp(j) = g_r_xyO(find(r_xy(j) ==r_xyO)); 
end 
poten(i_M+(h-l)*M) = sum(poten_tmp); 
i_M = i_M + I; 
P^ob = 1; 

end 
end 

end 
end 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% plot the histogram using 10 equal-space intervals 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
nb = 10; 

bs = (max(poten)-min(poten))/nb; % the size of each bin 
%nbO = (max(poten)-min(poten))/0.01 
prob(l) = 0; 

prob(2) = sum(flnd((min(poten) <=poten) & (poten < min(poten)+bs))) / M; 
for i = 2:nb 

i f i ~ = n b  

prob(i+l) = sum(flnd((min(poten)+(i-l)*bs <poten) & (poten <= min(poten)... 
+i*bs))) /M; 

else 
prob(i+l) = sum(flnd(min(poten)+(i-l)*bs <poten))/M; 

end 
end 
prob(nb+2) = 0; 
Pbar(2:nb+2) = min(poten)+(0:nb)*bs; % a vector of bin boundaries 
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%figure; 
%hold on; 

%stairs(Pbar,prob/sum(prob)); % plot the frequency of the occurrence of each potential bin 
axis square; 

end 
poten = poten*1000; 
mean_ = mean(poten); 
std_ = std(poten); 
%stdO = sqrt(sum((poten-mean _).'^2)/(M*n-l)) 

hist(poten, 30); 
axis square; 
xlabel('Potential (mV)'); 
ylabel('Frequency of Occurrence'); 

Y_I = size(find((poten < mean_ + stdJ & (poten > mean_ - stdJ),2)/(M*n); 
Y_2 = size(find((poten < mean_+2*std_J & (poten > mean_-2*std_J),2)/(M*n); 
%plot(M,mean_, 'bx', 'markersize',10); 
%plot(M,std_, 'bx', 'markersize', 10); 
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Appendix E Approximate Distribution of Potential by Lumping 

Charge on Mesh Nodes 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Constructs the statistical distribution of potential measured at an 
% observation point due to random fluctuations in the number and the arrangement 
% ofpoint charges among a single plane of charge sites in a MOS model device 
% filled by a silicon and an oxide and bounded between two metal planes. 
% Potential produced by a point charge is a Green's function that is calculated 
% by residue theorem. Superposition is applied to compute the potential produced 
% by a set ofpoint charges. Adjacent rings of charge sites corresponding to a 
% similar potential at the observation point can be combined to form a larger 
% ring of sites to simplify extraction of statistical behavior. The distribution 
% function of potential is obtained by the Monte Carlo method based on the 
% treatment of a sample of realizations. For each realization the device is 
% divided into cells and charges found in each cell are lumped on the center 
% grid node of the cell. 
% 
% lumping 
% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23. 2004 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear; 
% close all; 
tic; 
warning off; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Nf= input('average area density of interface charge (l/cm'^2) = '); 
m = input('length/width dimension (in nm) of the device = '); 
t = inputfoxide thickness (in nm) = '); 
w = input('depletion layer width (in nm) = '); 
a = inputfgrid spacing of point charges (in nm) = '); 
M = inputfnumber of random realizations per ensemble = '); 
n = input('number of random ensembles = '); 
c = inputfcell dimension (in nm) used for lumping charge = '); 
%nb = input ('number of bins used to construct a histogram = '); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

T = 4 ;  

esi = 11.7 * 8.854e-14; % in F/cm 
eox = 3.9 * 8.854e-14; % in F/cm 
q = 1.602e-19; % in C 
d = 0; % point charges placed over the interfacial plane 
z  =  0 ; %  o b s e r v a t i o n  p l a n e  ( o r  t r a p s )  l o c a t e d  a t  t h e  i n t e r f a c e  
urO = sqrt(2) * (m/a/2); % number of rings having grid points on the x- or y-axis. 
ur = ceil(m / a/2); % number of rings having grid points on the x- or y-axis. 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% determine the number of grid points available on each ring on the interfacial plane 
% r_xy is a vector, whose elements represent the radii of the available rings of grid points 
% n_xy is a vector, whose elements represent the number ofgrid points on these rings 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
i = 1; 

forx = l:ur 
fory = l:ur 

r_xyO(i) = sqrt(x'^2 + y^2); 
i = i + I; 

end 
end 
r_xyO(ur*ur+l:ur*ur+ur) = I:ur; 

r_xyO(find(r_xyO > urO)) = []; 
r_xyO = sort(r_xyO) * a; % radius of each available ring ofgrid points (in nm) 
n_xy = ones(l,size(r_xy0,2))*4; % number of grid points on each corresponding ring 

i = 2; 

while size(r_xy0,2) >= i 
if r_xyO(i) == r_xyO(i-l) 

r_xyO(i) = 0: 
n_xy(i-l) = n_xy(i-l) + n_xy(i); 
n_xy(i) = 0; 

else 
i = i + 1; 

end 
end 
kn = size(n_xy,2); % total number of rings available on the interfacial plane in the device 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% evaluate Green's function using residue theorem 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
NO = 20; % maximum number of iterations allowed in Newton's method 
Tol = le-12; % tolerance below which Newton's method is set to converge 
for i = I:kn 

r = r_xyO(i); % separation between the trap and point charges on a particular ring 
A  =  t / r ;  
B  =  w / r ;  

C = (w-d) / r; 
D = (t+z)/r; 
E = z / r :  

F = (w-z) / r; 
G  =  d / r ;  

% x andy below represent the x- and y-axis (real and imaginary part) in the complex plane 
n_p = 800; % number of poles used in calculation 
yO = (I :n _p) * pi / (A +B); % initial guesses for the y coordinates of the poles 
it = 0; % iteration count 
while it <= NO 

% Newton's iterative method for finding poles 
yl = yO- (esi*sin(A*yO). *cos(B*yO)+eox*sin(B*yO). *cos(A*yO))./... 

(esi*(cos(A*yO)*A. *cos(B*yO)-sin(A *yOJ. *sin(B*yO)*B)+eox*(cos(B*yO)... 
*B. *cos(A *yO)-sin(B*yO). *sin(A *yO) *A)); 
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if isempty(find((yl-yO) >= Tol)) 
break; 

end 
it = it + 1; 
y O = y l ;  

end 
k  = j  * y l ;  %  p o l e  l o c a t i o n s  o b t a i n e d  
if (z <= 0 & z >= -t) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case -t <= z <= 0 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(C*k). *sinh(D*k)./(esi*(cosh(A*k)*A. *cosh(B... 

*k) +sinh (A *k). *sinh (B *k) *8) +eox*(cosh (B *k) *B. *cosh (A *k) +sinh (B... 
*k). *sinh(A *k) *A)); 

gJ'-XyO(i) = q*j/(2*le-7*r) *sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= d & z > 0) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case 0 <z <= d 
Res = besselh(0,l ,k).*sinh(C*k). *(esi*sinh(A*k).*cosh(E*k)+eox*sinh(E... 

*k). *cosh(A *k))./(esi*(cosh(A *k) *A. *cosh(B*k)+sinh(A *k). *sinh(B*k) *B)+eox... 
*(cosh (B *k) *B. *cosh (A *k) +sinh (B *k). *sinh (A *k) *A)J; 

g_r_xyO{i) =q*j/(2*esi*le-7*r) * sum(Res); 
elseif (z <= w & z> d) 

% residue of the integrand at each pole location for the case d <z <=w 
Res = besselh(0,l,k). *sinh(F*k).*(esi*sinh(A*k). *cosh(G*k)+eox*sinh(G... 

*k). *cosh(A *k))./(esi*(cosh(A *k) *A. *cosh(B*k)+sinh(A *k). *sinh(B*k) *B)+eox... 
*(cosh(B*k) *B. *cosh(A *k) +sinh(B*k). *sinh(A *k) *A)); 

g-r_xyO(i) =q *j/ (2*esi*]e-7*r) * sum(Res); 
end 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% for each realization off charges, generate T random charge positions across the Z=d plane 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for h = l:n 

i_M = I; 
while i_M <= M 

P = round(rand(T,2)*(m/a+l))*a; 
% by rounding, frequency of occurance of integer "0" is half that of other integers 

P(P == (m/a+l)*a) = 0; 

% make the frequency of occurance of each integer the same 

s_ = size(P,l); 
i_s = I; 

while i_s <= s_ 

% ensure a random position occurs only once and so contains only one charge 
I =find((P(i_s,l) == P(:,l)) & (P(i_s.2) == P(:,2))): 

% find any random position occurring more than once 
I = I(find(I ~= i_s)); % charges corresponding to the same position 
if ~isempty(I) 

P = 0; 
% remove this particular realization (or charge arrangement) having charges at the same position 

break 
end 
i_s = i_s + 1; 

end 
% remove any realization having any charge located at the observation point where potential is 
%taken 
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if~isempty(P) == 1 

X = P(:,I): % point charge X-location 
Y = P(:,2); % point charge Y-location 
explode =find(X==m/2 &X==Y); 

if ~isempty (explode) == 1 
P = n; 

end 
end 

% charges within each cell are lumped on the center grid node of the cell 
% device area (m*m) is divided into squared cells, each with an area of c*c 
if~isempty(P) 

P; 
for i_c_y = 0:c:m-c 

for i_c_x = 0:c:m-c 
if (i_c_x ~= m-c) & (i_c_y ~= m-c) 

c_i = find((i_c_x <= X&X< i_c_x+c) & (i_c_y <= Y& Y < i_c_y+c)); 

if~isempty(c_i) 
P(c_i,l) = i_c_x + c/2; 
P(c_i,2) = i_c_y + c/2; 

end 
elseif (i_c_x == m-c) & (i_c_y ~= m-c) 

c_i =find((i_c_x <= X&X<= i_c_x+c) & (i_c_y <= Y& Y < i_c_y+c)); 

if~isempty(c_i) 
P(c_i,l) = i_c_x + c/2; 
P(c_i,2) = i_c_y + c/2; 

end 
elseif (i_C-X ~= m-c) & (i_c_y == m-c) 

c_i = find((i_c_x <= X& X < i_c_x+c) & (i_c_y <= Y& Y <= i_c_y+c)); 

if~isempty(c_i) 
P(c_i,l) = i_c_x + c/2; 
P(c_i,2) = i_c_y + c/2; 

end 
else 

c_i =Jind((i_c_x <= X& X <= i_c_x+c) <£; (i_c_y <= Y& Y <= i_c_y+c)): 

if~isempty(c_i) 
P(c_i,I) = i_c_x + c/2; 
P(c_i,2) = i_c_y + c/2; 

end 
end 

end 
end 

end 
P; 

if~isempty(P) == 1 
X = P(:,1); 
Y = P(:,2); 
ep =find(X==m/2 &X==Y); 

if~isempty(ep) == 1 
P(ep,l) = P(ep,l) - c; 
X = P(;,1); 
Y = P(:.2); 

end 
r_xy = sqrt((X-m/2).'^2+(Y-m/2).'^2)'; 
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for j = I :T 
poten_tmp(j) = g_r_xyO(find(r_xy(j) == r_xyO)); 

end 
[XY]; 
r_xy; 
poten(i_M) = sum(poten_tmp); 
LM = i_M + 1; 

end 
end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% plot the histogram using 10 equal-space intervals 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
nb = 10; 

bs = (max(poten)-min(poten))/nb; % the size of each bin 
%nbO = (max(poten)-min(poten))/0.01 
prob(l) = 0; 
prob(2) = sum(find((min(poten) <=poten) & (poten < min(poten)+bs))) /M; 
for i = 2:nb 

if i ~= nb 

prob(i+l) = sum(find((min(poten)+(i-l)*bs <poten) & (poten <= min(poten)... 
+i*bs))) /M; 

else 
prob(i+l) = sum(flnd(min(poten)+(i-l)*bs <poten))/M; 

end 
end 
prob(nb+2) = 0; 

Pbar(2:nb+2) = min(poten)+(0:nb)*bs; %a vector of bin boundaries 
%figure; 
hold on: 
%stairs(Pbar,prob/sum(prob)): % plot the frequency of the occurrence of each potential bin 
axis square; 
mean_(h) = mean(poten)*1000; 
std_(h) = std(poten)*1000; 
std0(h) = sqrt(sum((poten*1000-mean_(h)).^2)/(M-l)); 

end 
plot(M,mean_,'m+', 'markersize',8, 'linewidth',2); 
%plot(M,std^ 'm+', 'markersize',8, 'linewidth',2); 
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Appendix F Test of Odd Function for and D,^ 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Determine whether the functions Gk and Dk are odd functions 

% or even functions 

% 
% oddJunction 

% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23, 2004 

% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear; 
% close all; 
tic; 
warning off; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
a = 5.43e-8; % lattice constant (in cm) 
Z = input('oxide point charge distance from the Si-Si02 interface {in nm) = ) *le-7; 
z = input('observation point location from the Si-Si02 interface (in nm) = ')*le-7; 
t = input ('oxide thickness (in nm) = )*le-7; 
w = input('depletion layer width (in nm) = )*Je-7; 
status = inputfstatus (= either 0 or I; 0 means an oxide charge; I means a dopant charge = '); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
esi = 11.7 *8.854e-I4; 
eox = 3.9 * 8.854e-14; 
q = }.602e-19; 

r = l*a; 
A = z + t; 
B  =  w - z ;  
C  =  t - Z ;  
D = w- Z; 

k = (-20:.001;20)*le7; 
delta = eox*sinh(k*w).*cosh(k*t)+esi*sinh(k*t).*cosh(k*w); 
if status = = 0 

if (z <= -Z&z >= -t) 

Gk = sinh(k*A). *(eox*sinh(k*w). *cosh(k*Z)+esi*sinh(k*Z). *cosh(k*w))./(eox*delta); 
Fk =-k. *cosh(k*A). *(eox. *sinh(k*w). *cosh(k*Z)+esi*sinh(k*Z). *cosh(k*w))./(eox*delta); 

elseif (z <= 0 &z> -Z) 

Gk = sinh(k*C). *(eox*sinh(k*w). *cosh(k*z)-esi*sinh(k*z). *cosh(k*w))./(eox*delta); 
Fk =-k. *sinh(k*C). *(eox*sinh(k*w). *sinh(k*z)-esi*cosh(k*z). *cosh(k*w))./(eox*delta); 

elseif (z <= w &z> 0) 
Gk = sinh(k*C). *sinh(k*B)./delta; 
Fk = k. *sinh(k*C). *cosh(k*B)./delta; 

end 
else 

if (z <= 0 & z >= -t) 

Gk - sinh(k*D). *sinh(k*A)./delta; 
Fk = -k. *sinh(k*D). *cosh(k*A)./delta; 

elseif (z <= Z & z > 0) 
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Gk = sinh(k*D). *(eox*sinh(k*z). *cosh(k*t)+esi*sinh(k*t). *cosh(k*z))./(esi*delta); 
Fk =-k. *sinh(k*D). *(esi*sinh(k*t). *sinh(k*z)+eox*cosh(k*z). *cosh(k*t))./(esi*delta); 

elseif (z <= w & z> Z) 

Gk = sinh(k*B). *(eox*sinh(k*Z). *cosh(k*t)+esi*sinh(k*t). *cosh(k*Z))./(esi*delta); 
Fk = k. *cosh(k*B). *(esi. *sinh(k*t). *cosh(k*Z)+eox*sinh(k*Z). *cosh(k*t))./(esi*delta); 

end 
end 
%plot(k, Gk); 
%figure; 
plot(k,q*Fk); 
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Appendix G Probability Distribution of Occupancy 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB 6.1.0 Probability distribution of occupancy for some implant situation with varying device 
% size assuming N defects and Z sites partitioned in K identical devices. Plot exact distribution 
% obtained by combinatorial mathematics against approximate distribution obtained by a 
% Poisson frequency function 
% 
% devices 
% 
% by Sean Ma 
% Univeristy of Arizona 
% July 23, 2004 

% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear; 
% close all; 
warning off; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Prompt for user input 
N = inputftotal number of defects v in the ensemble = '); 
K = inputftotal number of devices K in the ensemble = '); 
n = input('number of sites n in each device = '); % Z = n*K 
%Z = inputftotal number of sites Z in the ensemble = '); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Create all the partitions 
% For example, if there are 4 defects and 3 devices, the partitions are 
% (0 0 4), (0 I 3), (0 2 2), and (1 1 2) 
A = foo(N,K); % Call the function foo to obtain the partitions 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine the exact probability distribution of occupancy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for i = I:N+1 

B(:,i) = sum(ismember(A,i-I),2); 
C(i) = nchoosek(n,i-l); 

end 
for i = l:size(B,I) 

D(i) -prod(C.'^B(i,:)); 
E(i) = l;m= K; 
for j = I:size(B,2) 

ifB(i,j) ~= 0 
E(i) = E(i)*nchoosek(m,B(i,j)); 
m = m- B(i,j); 

end 
end 

end 
for i = l:size(B,2) 
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F(i) = sum(B(:,i).*D'.*E); 
end 
X = 0:N; y = F/sum(F); 

[x-y-J 
%figure; 
plot(x,y, 'm-'): 
hold on; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Determine the approximate probability distribution of occupancy 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
lambda = N/K; 
for i = 0:N 

Poisson(i+l) = lambda^i*exp(-lambda)/factorial(i); % Poisson Distribution 
Binomial(i+l) = nchoosek(N,i)*(l/K)'^i*(l-l/K)'^(N-i); % Binomial Distribution 

end 
plot(x,Poisson, 'b:'); 
plot(x,Binomial, 'kx); 
%legend('Exact', 'Poisson' 'Binomial'); 
xlabel('Occupancy'); 
ylabel('Probability of Occupancy'); 
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